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Holland City News.
VOL. XIV.— NO.

HOLLAND,

36.

The Hoie boyi^look well

A Weekly Newspaper published

office at Holland, Mich., Oct. 8, 1885: for

Our merchants and business men

re-

good.

port trade

§u?tot00 Director!)*
A Crank

man whose

a

is

ideas differ

from your own.

Coantiiioi Xirchut.

sale of their

unclaimed baggage

last

hibits in
cattle,

was

W.

y^ALSh, HBBER,

Druggist and Pharmacist;a
full stock of goods appertaining to the bna-

John Axbsrti.

.

vIb-

of Ro*l.nd, 111., U

pr.

Mend. lathi. city .nd took la the

Itlng

BROUWER A

CO., Dealers In all
111 klndaof Furniture, Curtains, Wall Paper,
Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames,etc.; River St.

as fine as

hiblted in the

state

has

been

ever

ex-

1

and surprisedevery-

one who carefully looked them oyer, Mr

.

I. Marallje,assistedby Mr. Geo. Bouter,
have the credit for this part

wu

and it

by

of the Fair,

no means a

small part.

There were only about fifty entries made

though not

a surprise

was very

large,

section have

DOMESTIC, NEEDLE AND FANCY WORK.

exhibit of
flue

The mere mention of the

and

to msuy who were not Department wm

made

of the Fair

this

one of the

that^hls

fact

main

features

would hardly do justiceto the

go into
any details. The lidies of this section
H. have demonstrated that In artisticskill

in raising {stock during exhibit, and yet it is Impossible to

the last few years. Mr. B. Van Raalte, J.

^

they can compete with any other locality.
It

wm

the unlvenal testimony of visitors

Company of

Allegan Counties.

Mr.

Lawrence

llaneous horses. This department

"

sion.

was

f

PAINTINQS, PHOTOORAPHY, DRAWINGS,
cuRRiosrriss,etc.

nder the charge of Mr. H. Boone and the

Don’t fall to attend the first matinee told us that he found Mr. Marsil)e’8books
imals that were shown were well
This Department
fairly well filled
ever held in this city, this afternoon at 2 Correct in every particular, and said thatj worthy of exhibition.The two-year old
and the exhibits wen all good. Stuffed
there were few as good Secretaries In th
o’clock.
colt owned by Mr. Schlppers,of Overisel,

wm

deasralOialirs.

yAN

PUTTEN, G. A SONS, _ GeneralDealers in
Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hits and
Capa, Flour, Provisions,etc. River street.

The man who never swears is a saint.
The man who never wants to swear is a

Mate

hypocrite.
Bros., Proprietors.
The only flrst-class hotel in the city. Is loThe work on the foundation walls of
cated in the bnsiness center of the town and has
one of the largest and best sample rooms in the Dr. De Vries’ new residence is nearly

as

he. This is

a

good puff f<

and which captured the

first

animals, minerals,and

premium at

cutIosUIm were

many

,

, the State Fair, attractedgeneral attenUon.
met wlUl *eneral |PPr0T%1*
Tucker’a Comedy Company is playing There were other anlmalg that were That which attracted the most attention

Botili,

QlTY HOTEL, WillUuns

persimmons,si

Jftipsb,

number of entries was
fifty, em* from outside tbit it wm the best exhibit
“dn in8I«ctedr th1° ^oka °f . The
-------------------------.
of the Farmer s [bracingRoadsters, Draft Horses and Mis of the kind ever seen at a similar occa-

i. Marsllie.Secretary

And

was

of .fruit

The

ineaa.

TtCEYER,

graded stock. The

G. Boyes, G. De Wit, J. Kulte and J.
children should all see “Little / H. N. Lawrence, Deputy Commit- Purdy were the largest exhibitors.
Maud” at the Saturdayafternoon matinee. y0ner of Insurancefor this state, was here
HOBSES.

Funiturs.

specimens of

685.

grand raised in the Netherlands. The display

aware of the progress the farmers of

moment.

cines,Paints, Oils, etc. Proprietor of Dr.

The

NO.

week. entries,including full blooded Durhams, in this whole department,bat each entry
Jerseys, Holstelos, and some excellentex- covered a number of plates of fruit.

Merchant, and
The best three dollar shoe in this city They had held a barrel of paint consigned
£> dealer in Grain. Flour and Prodoce. H eat
to St. Joseph 880 days, and on the day of
market price paid for wheat, Office in Brick can be purchased at E. Herold’s.
ghth and Fish streets.
store, corner Blub
the sale they received word from the conThe busiest man in the city this week
signee at St. Joseph, Mo., that it had misDregs and Mtdiolui.
has been “Secretary”Visscher.
carried and it was sent on to him. The
J^OBSBURG. J.O. Dealer in Drugs and Modi• clues, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Ac. PhyMb. and Mrs. C. F. Nobthup are visit* owner of a reaper at Grant also claimed
sicians prescriptionscarefullyput up. Blgbth 8t.
<
og the “old home” at Bangor this week. his property at the last
PUTTBN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs, MediVan den Berge’s Family Medicines. River Street.

Agriculturalhall.

Badger, John Cordes, John Pent, stand was Isrge enough for this fair.
Frank Grady, Chas. Johnston, George
EXHIBITS.
Sudden and Peter Wagner.
The total number of exhibits in the difWm. Yebberk, P. M.
ferent departments, in round numbers,
was thirteen huudred, divided is follows:
The C. & W. M. netted $180 oyer and
CATTLE.
above their charges and expensesat the
In this department there were forty-five

T)EACH, W. H. CommlMion

yAN

an

new Mr.

in their

uniforms.

every Saturday.

WHOLE

1885.

10,

List of letters remainiog in the post- Four large tents made into one were used

LOCAL ITEMS.

The Holland City News

SATURDAY, OCTOBER

MICH.,

a very satisfactoryengagement at

Lyceum

Opera House

especial entering lnt0

worthy of menU(m bul Bpace forbidB UB

_

which

feature

state. Free bus in connection with the hotel.

this

week and

will

as an

be new In

this

department wm the musical clock,

in this

details.

city,
sheep.
mat-

the old manuscripts, and old

books. The

paintingswere not m numerous

m

they

a Saturday afternoon
The dlflplay WM not large bul good( aould have been, but were good.
finished.
pHtENIX HOTEL. Jae. Rvder, proprietor.
Inee ati 2 o’clock, for the accommodation soveral very flne wool ghe6p be,DK
bread and crackers.
Located near the C. A W. __
M. R’y depot,
depot has
We
have
received
a
long
letter
from
of ladies and children and also students Tbere were twenty
Th6 display wm large. Bread, cake
good (kdlltiesfor the traveling public, and its
tablets unsurpassed. Free hack for accommo- California which we will publish in our
and
scholars who are in school during
and
pies were out Id full force, all com
dation of
next issue.
week. The Opera House will be dark- Numbcr of entriea consisting ol Po- Peking for the special premium,
Utiry and Sals SUblii.
ened and the gas lighted, giving every ap- land China> Che8ter Whilet 8uffolk>
dairy rRiDucrs.
TTAVERKATB, G. J., Livery aud Boarding The Skating Rink is becoming once pearanceof a regular city matinee. They 80Xt and Jer8ey
and a fcw gradeB | The number of entries in this class wm
XI Stable. Floe rigs and good horeea can al- more quite an attractive place for our

A

they will give

guests,

enlored#

entries.
swine.

the

_______

«

^

^

ways bo

relied

on. On Fish

will render at this time the highly amus-

street, near Scott’s

young people.

hotel.

XTIBBELINK, J.

H., Livery and Sale Stable;
N inth street, near Market

v

1

The
laugh

KmfMtorlei,Klllt, Shops, Sto.

pAUELS, VAN PUTTEN

“Wool” to-nightat the

A

opera

'ITAN RAALTE, B., dealearin Farm

of excavating for the

imple-

an<1 machinery. Cor. River and
Ninth Streets.

’

IT IS

The

OEST,

R. B., Physicianand Surgeon, can be
found in his office in First Ward Drug Store,
on Eighth street.

A SUCCESS!

j

.tnean“fnr .1“

AJ

R..,
^

»

News

The First Annual

office have

money to

|

"Z

put into

FULLY TEN THOUSAND PEOPLE

iri

Cold weather

is

coming and

with

\7ATE8, 0.

B.. Physician and Snrgeon. Office
wood on subscription” will please do so at
at residence on the corner of River and
LedeboerBtreet8’ foraerlY occupied by the late Dr. an early date.

this

week

Van Putten, of

+

Holland, is

anonae toTcaU oc^blUhed inthe

visiting her father’s family,

some

-K^dMUer^^fr^'^'"cK^^m^i:er’^ew6‘er’
Herbert Balgooyen,and other friends in
EighS stree^07 KOod8, Cor®«
kst
the city.— Grand Haven
>

of

and

TXTYKBUY8EN,

Herald.

dealer in Watcbta,Clocks,
Jewelry and Spectacles,cor. Ninth and Ce-

YV

U.,

The

oat fltreeto.

man Wlemers, of EmI
who was so terribly gored by L

unfortunate

r8augatuck,

a Jersey bull,

Jfoftfttas.

[is

funeral

held on

Saturday. .

18,

Dec. 16.

a* Aa«- 19» 8°Pt* ^ ^ct* 21,
John.s days Jane 24, ana

ot.

Mr. John Fellows and wife and Miss

Dec. 27.
O. Bb*tjuh, W.

Griffin, of Syracuse,

M.

D. L. Boro, Ac’s.

N

this

Y.,who have been

^•y

The

lD

etc.,

flne

theae article* wer*
flrB ,,4 aome Of
,nd T^ute,

KAMT^BB 4

^pigy

and with

g0|fl

0f hardware, stoves,

cbaracterlatlc enterpriie

had creeled awindmlll.nd
««>und. and Uld

UuB.

,1,1,

wcre
B

FaUl

a

Unkon

^

Z

the

pipe into the Hall and

that meeting has been witnessed in

I

(

^

bug- oj Roller

f' lho
displays.
e*c-'

^

WM

Bornological

To review the work that hM been per-

and MiscellaneousDepartments were

The

also

This firm oocupled a corner

and

with

of CarpeU, Sewing Machines, Organs, Farformed is now an eMy matter, and critithis was that there wm hardly that oppor- Ditare, etc., made a large and excellent
cism, though unjust, is probably severe on
tunity to examine the several exhibits in dispUy.
the part of some. Howbeit, citizens and
assigned to this building.

result

of

commeucinglast week
these departments with that degree
B. P. higgins
of this members alike have worked with creditable
satisfaction which the excellenceof the J Displayedhis manufacture of Oil Cloths ,
week. The weather wm then a few de- zeal, and everythingthat could be done
displays
Oil Coals, etc.
grees colder and overcoats and heavy hM been attended to with commendable
PLANTS
AND
FAIR ROTES.
promptness. The officers of the Society
wraps were in demand.
The
number
of
varietiea
of
plant,
Vlacter
and Trauurer Breyhave been obliged to grope through their

Haimoit Lock Box.

rain storm,

Friday, (continueduntil Monday

Holland. Mich.

invited.
FLOWERS.

Produce, Etc*

The Saturday evening entertainmentat
(WBOLBSJLU.)
the
Opera House will be “The Hidden
[OorrtcUd/very Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
Apples, «c; Boaw, 00c. $1.00; Butter. U, 18c; Hand,” by Tucker’s entire Comedy ComEggs, 18c; Money, 18c; Onions, 60c; Potatoes,
pany. This piece Is an album of fun with
nSTiiL.

•

$1.95; Batter, 18, 15c;
Eggs, 16c; Honey, 14c; Onions, ooc; Poutoes, 85c. A

laugh on every

page.

*

Apples, 90c; Beans,

On Thursday evening

Miss Effle

Werk-

Ito. / [man, sister of ex-Ald. R. E. Workman,
(wholbsalx.) died
a short illneM of what the doc-

Onia, Feed,

after

J

(OomcUd wry Friday by w. H. SeacA.)‘as|tors pronounce diptheria.Funeral

P-r0'8

^

ho^

W

V—

-

wm

MTA1L.

attend a meeting of the Chicago Philoso-

and
|

'•>«
m though blindfolded, flower* ahown wu oxer two hundred.
have performed their work m They were displayed on a large pyramid The total receiptsof the Fair will reach
well m many who have had the light of a in the center of the hall and produced a fully fifteen hundred dollars,
large experience to guide them, and the fine effect. Messrs. SlabbekoornBrothers* The gate receipts on Thursday

various duties
but they

people of the territorycovered by the So-

ing their F\tir to a successful termination.

The interesttaken by the people in the
success of the enterprise wm
than

wm

of Zeeland, with their assistantJ.

Jaspers, tmonoted to $780.

debt for bring- and who by the way are the most

ciety, are greatly in their

ser-

*,1:80 0’cl0Ck “ ,l10
Corn Men! v
V/ViU4UVAi
f 100
aw ww#
lbs. 1.06;
a.W I Corn, ehcllcd,WWV
44c;, AiWI
Flonr, V)f the deceased.
$4 A); M-iuw
Fine vuiu
Corn anBaai,
Me^, V 100 lbs.,
M/o., yiiWU
$1.40;
, iTOU,
Feed,
__
ton, $81.00:Feed, V 100 Rs., 1.10c.;
1.10c.; flay. $SJ)0, '
$9.00: Middling. V 100 Ra., 80c; New oaU,
oats, 2l-26c;
2
Last week Friday evening Dr. H. F.
Poarl Barley,« 100 Rs., $6,00; Rye, 48c: TimThomas,
of Allegan, called on the News.
othy Seed, J8. 10; Wheat, white, &; SdFait*. 85;
Lancaster Red, 87.
The doctor
on his way to Chicago to

VV^UI

^

on eihl|,itlon by

ftlB0

’’e"
m‘Dnerln

dre(i dollar, worth of

self-bind- R
^
bad

“
Whlch
aIJl1

dantly.

H. G. Howlett of
place left for home by way of Chica

Harmony AssembiVjNo. 8,719, of Holland City, go on ImI Tuesday.
meet in Odd Fellows’ Hall every week. All comman! cations should be addressed to

:4i

the
u^e and hTi ex exhlbll6d
minuf,lc!ured il
week, and despite the un- .... f ..
machinerv wacone hue 8landard
wllh al9° a[1 CI
hiblt of all farm machinery, wagons,
d||jerentbreaks the grain bus/pleasant weather, has been a success.
The Society wa* formed amid many
“r
tain* before It hai enUrely paned through
i^oe oociety
iorm u ^ i ____ • | FUeman, and Mr. Mulder also had excel- 1
exhibited
difficulties and it hM held its first annual
lent
i ^beBtent| Graham, and Bran.
fair on grounds that cannot be excelled
FLORAL
j. pkmtnk a bbo.
in the State. Time and money were sacFloral Hall this year wm made to ac- Articlesof baking wasithe display made
rificed for the purpose of making it a succommodate not only the large and besuti- by the above firm, together with crackers,
cess, and to this end all have labored, and
ul display of plants and flowers, but for bread| Btc. The display wm good,
their labors have been rewarded abunwant of other buildings the
meter, brouwer A co.

visitingthe family of

Enighti of Labor.

lnltllu.

mtje by Moerdyk, D.

i0,

^

farm Implements shown them

sll*ch«d 10 ah‘flln8

NBwJTh9

1

n.ttve.

of
n^o, %

HALL.

F. A A. X.
an exhibitionof fancy roller skating at
A Regular Communicationof Umitt Lodm,
No.lDl.F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall the Rink. The attendance was large and
Holland, Mich., at 7 o’clock,on Wednesday
evenings, Jan. 28, Feb. 28, March 28, April «, the skater was heartily applauded.
Nov.

I

the business men of thil

wM

LasI Tuesday evening Frank Ives gave

5iT

fifteen of

in re

fe'air of this

died last Friday morning,

wm

of

ers, threshing machines, etc., were

On Tuesday March 17 1885
Mrs. L.

ability.
IMPLEMENTS.

was large, and.mowers,reapers,

The Rain the Only Drawback.

A

Bertsch

a very fine display,

tg“ “nltpS

The number

our subscriberswho promised to “bring

Watchn and Jevilry.

,

Tull

FABM

ATTENDANCE.

those of

&

the Cappon

products of their tanner-

all the

were also very Hie. “r. D. Mlodom.had dol|alB| eU).(
charge of this department and handled 11
&C0

h

Bce hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m.,and from 5 to 6 p.m

Fair.

week and the editor

paper.

the

Physicianand Surgeon. Res-

______

this

has earned a little more

__ _
^ www, wm
St
Offl
6 hD Twelfl“ 8lreet- cor. of Markt
Office at the drug store of Kremers A Bangs.. Of_

presses of the

sung a busy tune

showing

L

.

this class

Company bad

wudleplay.d n four
Thedl
uUlnl.hed the
teutepttchedju.twee of Floral Hall and I d al] „„ the eltent
This department

menced.
Physioiau.

Under
Leather

AGRICULTURE.

Reformed Church on the corner
Ninth and Market streets has been comm-

LEATHER, LEATHER WORK. ETC.

attractedconsiderable -at

tention.

new

wm

numerous.

thirty-five entries in this de-

P»»“ent which

and members of the schools.

house, will be better than medicine.

V The work

^

There were

A CO.,

Proprieto..
rfr* Lr
of Plugger Mills . Manufacturers of new Pro
ocess Flour, Near foot of Eighth street.
First

TT’REMERS,

also large and good butter and cheese

POULTRY.
at reg-

ular matinee prices,15 cents. An especial
reduction will tbo' be made to scholars |

invigorating effect of the hearty
at

Comedy “Toby Twinkle” and

ing

at first expected,

much greater
and citizensof

promi-

The

m

of premiamB awirded wm be
Ngwl „ our e„Ue,t c(m.

nent florist. In this aection,deserve special pabluhed ln fte

and favorable mention for

{their large

and

vcDjence

beautiful assortmentshown. Next in order should be

named

A

Mr. Jacob Van Dyk,

citizen standing

Doutar,;

whole surroundingcountry responded C. Van der Veen, Mrx Prof.
nobly in making exhibits and in attending Mr*. H. Wykhuizcn, Beat & Undaal,
this

and

“d,

con'lt8d 880

on

the corner of

Rlw
te““ P“ln«

lD lhe

cou"e of

cut flowers Mrs. “ “00T*
the Fair.
THE GROUNDS
H. D. Post’s collection was also very at- The misunderstanding of the railroad
consist of forty-three acres, fenced with a tractive.The judges for.thlaDepartment I arrangement,kept back a large number
attending the Pair. The railroad
seven-foot feace, with a good half-mile being Mesdames H Kramers, R. B.
Mrs. Geo.

Hopkins.

In

Best

a Floral hall, and and J. C. Post, had undoubtedly a moat I company closed the special rales Thunwas the oranearly a thousand feet of stables, stills excellent opportunity to exhibit their tute d®y night
and pens. Located as they are on the and judgement in awarding the premiums. The rain interfered with the attendance
south
bank of Macatawa Bay, a good view The plants and flowers m arranged by and with the program the first two days,
Supervisor John Niks, of Sangatuck,
$10.00; Middling,* 100 Rs.* 85; Gate,
I
SuperintendentL. T. Kanters [assisted by but on Thursday folly aix thousand peo*
of the bay and the bluffs of Lake Michl
seed! ISf ’ * 100 |8,00’ « *°0' TImolLyJ’wM in the city this week and took in
gan can be obtained from them. Visitors Mrs. H. Wykhuysen were simply hand- pie were on the grounds and a program
Fair. He also met with an
from abroad with one accord, gave vent some and drew forth exclamations of ad- of aporta waa carried oat.
which
kept
him
here
over
one
day
Protect your Children.
Parties who have been at Allegan
to the opinion that ‘Hhey can’t be beat,” miration from all on edtering the
‘than
he
expected.
In
driving
d<
The MMon ii upon ns when children
Buckwheat, 50c; Bran, V 100 Rs., 75c; Barley, V
phical Society. His brother
ISO Rs., $1.25; Olover seed, V R.» $6.00; Corn
Meal, f 100 Rc., 1.15 ; Coro, shelled,65c: Flour, tor of the occasion.

track, a grandstand,

W;

hall.

pecially are attacked by summer

com

plalnta and malignantdiarrhoea often wii
fatal results.

Dr. Schouten
Compound Syrup of Rhubarb. Sold by
all

U-X

dealers in

this is

medicines.

and capsized his boggy, breaking
He thinks the street needs

The most effedent and

nixed remedy for

jhth street bis horse took fright at

tt-tf.

of the rail road track and
it

what he hu cause

fixing'

we doa

tor thin

tid seemed well pleased with everything

Pomona’s

gifts.

claim that the show of vegetables

wm

of

Hall were •» a better quality than there, and the dial
hat been exercisedin selectingthe ranged on ahelvee some eight hundred play of frail is said to have been' better
sites for toe buildings, which another year plates of choice frail, inch aa epplei, than that at the recent fair at
will be enlarged and ample enough to pears, peaches, grspes, plums, quinces, Ripids.
make doable the display of this year crabapples,nuts of all kinds, snd some
to

them. The

beet-

of judg

In the west end of Floral

t*V4i#'-VPWPV0
*
jail and hanged by a mob, in A conventionof colored men of Virginia
Chatham County, North Carolina. The met at Lvnchburg. M. V. Beckley, ol

taken from

cell doors were broken down and the four

negroes were each

put on

a disguised man
tibhind. The men made no
horse with

HOLLAND CITY., MICHIGAN.

a

astride
outcry,

save to protest their innocence, but
the moans of the woman were heart-

rending. A mile was quickly traveled,and
the cavalcade stopped in a grove. The negroes were tied hands and feet and made to
stand upon their horses. They were given
EAST.
/
five minutes to make confessions and to
At Newburgh, N. Y., a decree of fore- pray. They protested their innocenceto
the last, and as they prayed the horses
closure has been entered against the West
were driven out from under them, and they
Shore Bailroad Company, and the property were left hanging to the tree.
ordered sold for not less than $22,000,000.
Teaubtebh who were transporting a
A decree of foreclosurehas also been large quantity of merchandise from Piedras
granted against the St Louis, Hannibal Negros to New Laredo, Mexico, were atand Keokuk Bailway Company. . .At New
Britain, Conn., an omnibus crowded tacked thirty miles from the latter place by
who bound them to trees and
with school children was struck highwaymen,
carried off most of their goods. Between
by a train, the son and two daughters of
the owner of the vehicle being fatally in- Abilene and San Angelo, Tex., a smoothjured. A -similaraccident at Chambers- faced boy, with a Winchesterrifle and a
six-shooter,relieved a Texas stage of its
burg, Pa., resulted in the death of two

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THE

.

brothers aged respectively 7 and 4....
Franklin 0. Moses, the ex- Governor,was
sentenced at Boston to three years imprisonmentfor swindling.

The mud-drum

connecting a battery of

boilersin Clarke & Co.’s Solar Iron Works,

Richmond, delivered an address,saying th<
Five polygamists were sentenced in the
convention had not assembled as RepubliThird District Court at Salt Lake— Isaac
cans or Democrats,bat as citizensof Virginia, claiming the right. of freemen. He Gross. Alfred Best, David E. Davis, Chas.
hoped their deliberations would demon- heal, and Andrew W, Ooley. All refused
strate that they were worthy the citizenship. to pledge themselves to obey the law, and
The convention adopted resolutions re- were sentenced to the f dll limit of the lawnounciug allegiance to the Republicanor- six months' imprisonment and $300' fine.
ganization,and proclaimingabsolute inde- In the Tabernacle,last Sunday, Apostle
pendence henceforth in political matters.
Heber J. Grant said: “ Woe to the Judge who
The Democrats of Oolorado nominated sits on the bench of the Third District Court!
Wilbur F. Stone for Supreme Judge and We will not stand his abuse much longer. ”...
Chicago elevatorscontain 12,612,915 bushadopted resolutionsfavoring the free coinels of wheat, 871,308 bushels of com,
age of silver and the enforcement of the 108,964 bushels of oats, 174,579 bnshels of
pre-emption and homestead laws against rye, and 13,800 bushels of barley; totn',
corporationsand syndicates..... Senator 13,781,626bushels of all kinds of grain,
Morgan, of Alabama, is of the opinion against 8,085.311 bushels a year ago .....
that there will be no legislation on the silver question this winter.

In regard to the Civil Service Commission

it

is stated that

Dorman B. Eaton’s
named nntil

successor will probably not bo

Nov. 1; that Dr. Gregory will remain for
some months, with a possibilitythat bis
mail, the driver and six passengers quietly
resignation will not be accepted;and Mr.
acquiescing.
Thoman will likely be retired. The South
At Petersburg,Virginia, Senator Ma- will it is thought, be representedon the
hone’s son, Butler Mahone, was fined $50 new commission.Col. Codman, of Masand put under bonds of $200 to keep the sachusetts,has been seriously considered
peace. He bad attempted to shoot a police in connection with the prospective vacancy,
officer, who had arrested him for using but does not want the place.... The folprofane and indecent language on the lowing Consols have been appointed by the
street, firing a shot which missed its mark President: Owen McGorr, or Colorado, at
. .Heavy rains have fallen in Tennessee Ecuador; John Cornwell, of Texas, at
and Northern Georgia, causing serious in- Cairo; Thomas R. Jermyau.of North Carojury tp the cotton crop, and paitiahy sus- lina, at Montevideo;and Lewis G. Reed, of
pending railway traffic ____ Three hundred New York, at Barbadoes.
miners at Chattanooga. Tenn., struck for
higher wages, and it is thought the trouble
will become general in that section.
There were 172 failures in tho United
States reported to Bradstreel’s during the
week, against HO in the preceding week,
Dn. E. O. Shakespeabe, of Pennsyland 188, 1G0, and 122 in the corresponding
vania, has been commissionedby tho Presiweeks of 1884, 1883, and 1882 respectively.
dent to visit European countries where Bradstreel's, in its weekly commercial
cholera exists, and make investigationas to summary, says: “Tho check to the activity
its cause, progress, and prevention. His in business circles at the East noted fast
report will be made to Congress at the next week has become more pronounced. In
session.
New England the distributionof boots and
Congress will be asked by Secretary shoee is ns heavy as ever, but the
Bayard to appoint several Inspectorsof demand for woolen and cotton goods

machines,
hoop-iron,and tools in all directions,a
dying missile bursting the cylinder head
of a large engine, the escaping steam doing deadly work among the employes.
Seventeen' men and boys wore burned or
maimed, two of the victims dying after
being removed to the hospital It is
believed that four others are also mortally
injured. This is the third explosion
in the same mill within five years,...
The failure of Mr. Henry Smith to put up
margins caused the suspension of the New
York firm of William Heath & Co., whose
branch house in London is the leading
American house in that city. Heath A Co.
made assignments, as also did Mr. Smith,
who, it is alleged, owes the Heath firm $1,000,009,while Heath A Co. are supposed to
owe their customers about $1,000,000 ____
After several rounds of a prize-fight between James Donnelly and Edward Berry
had been fought near Pittsburgh, Pa., the
has fallen off. Both staples are
friends of the latter threw pepper in Don- Consuls, the idea being that the service quieter. Raw wool is fairly active and the
nelly’s face, completely blinding him. Don- will thus be promoted and the revenues in- advance in prices previously noted is susnelly was at the time getting the belter of creased by securing an honest and uniform tained, but the tendency to an advance in
the fight, and the referee declaring in his system of valuation. .. .A recent decision, quotations is less marked. Late sales are
favor, the afiair broke up in a general making Indians ineligible as Postmasters, less than daring weeks in the latter part of
row.
has caused about seventy-fiveresignations August and in the earlier portion of SepGeobge Bassendorf, a printer on the to be forwardedfrom Indian Territory.It tember. There is a diminishedactivityin
will be difficultto replace them with white dry goods. The request for iron East and
Freie Press, of Jersey City, accompanied
people.
West is of fair proportions, with no indiby a woman, who, as learned from letThe following is a recapitulationof the cations of an advance in prices. Less is
ters found afterward,had left her husband
heard of Southern iron, at least than
debt statement issued on the 1st inst.:
on account of ill-treatment,went to Cenformerly. Anthracite coal is firmer and in
Interest bcarln? debt—
tral Park, in New York. There they made
Bonds at 4!* per cent .............$250,000, ooao.) moderately better demand.”
an agreement to kill themselves, Bassen- Bonds at 4 per cent ............... 737,786,450.00 In an interview, Mr.F. A. Dockray, who
dorf shooting the woman and then him- Bonds at 3 per cent ............... 194,190,500.00
had just concludeda thorough investigaRefunding certificatesat 4 per
self. . .According to the census just comcent .......................
227,000.00 tion of the general trade with Mexico, says
pleted, the population of Massachusetts is Navy pension land at 3 per cent.. 14,000,000.00
1,941,405,an increase of 158,380 since 1880. Pacific Railroad bonds at C per
that tho West has every advantage for
cent ............................. 64.623,512.00 commanding seventy-five per cent, of the
Boston has 390,406 inhabitants, against
Principal ..........................
1,260,777, 40100
362,536 five years ago.
total business of this republicwith its
Interest ...........................12,214,788.83
Southern sister. There is great dauger,
Total .......................... $1,272,992,250.83however, of American houses losing the
Debt on which interest has
trade they have already gained with Mexiceased since maturity—
Jonas H. Kowe brought suit for $25,000 Principal ....................... $3,871,385.26 co, as English firms are making rapid
damages against the Detroit Free Press for Intercat ..........................221,333.30 strides toward commercial supiemacy in
that country. It is now not so much a
the publication of charges made in pro_ Total .........................
$4,092,717.56 question to the United States of increasDebt bearing no interest—
ceedings that had been entered for divorce. Old demand and legal-tender
ing as of holding the Mexican trade .....
The Free Press copied them from the notes. ...........................
$346,738,886.00 Accordingto Sir John MacDonald the fate
court records. The jury brought a verdict Certificatesol deposit ............23.18:».ooo.oo of Riel depends on the Privy Council of
in favor of the plaintiff for 0 cents damages. Gold certificates .................. 118,137,7!K).'0 England. If that body approves the senSilver certificates .................
93,656,716.00
..... Bloomington(111.) special: “First
tenfce, Riel will hang. A rebellion of the
Fractional currency (leas $8,37.%Assistant PostmasterGeneral Stevenson,
934 estimated as lost or deFrench Canadianswould be promptly sup6,961,16188 pressed, Sir John*thiuks, by the Englishwho arrived home a few days ago ttoyed) .........................
on
brief visit, has received calls Principal..........................
speaking people of the Dominion ____ It
$568,679,554.88
from all manner of people. Applicants
now transpiresthat Count Zacharoff, who
Total debt—
for office have bothered him by day,
figured very conspicuously as an agent for
$1,853,328,402.14the Mann Boudoir-car, and was married to
and burglars hang about his residence by Principal .........................
Interest..........................
11436, 121.13
night Last night burglars invaded his
Miss Florence Billings, of New York, in
residence. Mr. Stevenson was not at home
T Tot*!*\ ........................
$1,865,764,523.2 August, has another, his first, wife living
at the time, and, after thoronghly ransack- Less cash items available for rein Bristol, Eng ____ A cow threw the engine
duction of the debt ............ $240,927,07^7
ing the abode, the robbers made off with
of a train on the Canadian PacificRoad off
Less reserve held for redemption
several Governmentbonds and a small
the track near Kamloops, killing one Ameriof United States notes .........100,000,000,01
amount of money.".
.Rosenfeld A Kauffcan, five Chinamen, and wounding several
man, Cincinnati clothiers, failed, with liaTotaI .........................
$340,927,074.7 others.
at Pittsburgh,exploded, blowing

.

.

WASHINGTON.

.

THE WEST.

a

.

.

bilities of $100,000.

The

Total debt loss available cash

FOHE1GN*

Detroit Post has been sold to W. C.

and C. A. Nimocks,

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

MinneapRepresentativesof the great powers
olis Journal, , .The men employed in the Debt, less cash in Treasury, Oct
met
at Constantinopleon the 1st inst to
M*? ....... V • .............. $1,460,934,342 .2'
Union Pacific mines at Carbon, Wyoming, Debt,
less cash in Treasury, Sept
consider the Roumelia question,bnt took
and Louisville, Colo., struck last week, and
L i#85 ...........................
1,473,692.307.5
no action, and adjourned to await instrucGeneral Manager Callaway received official
Decreaseof debt during the month
tions from their respective governments.
notificationfrom the Knights of Labor at
as shown by this statement .....
$12,757,965.25 The opinion gains ground that the crisis is
both camps that it was decided that miners
lash in the Treasury available
extending and that a general war is infor reduction of the debt—
would not return to work until all ChinaGold held for gold certificates
evitable nuless the powers intervene
men were dismissed.
actually outstanding ........... $118,137,790.00 at once. Active preparations for
At Salt Lake City, Edward Brain was Silver held for silver certificates
defensive operations are
progactually outstanding, ..........
convicted of unlawful cohabitation.His United States notes held for cer- 93,656,716.00 ress in Roumelia. Frequent conferences
tificates of deposit actuallyoutlatest wife, a Danish girl, testified freely to
are oeing held by the leading monarchs
standiug ........................
their marital relations. Brain made a Cssh held for matured debt and 23,185,000.00 and diplomats of Europe with regard to the
long statement to the court, maintaininierest unpaid ................. 5,945,066.71 existing complications. .. .Mdlle. Emma
ing the truth of the Mormon gospel. Fractional currency ..............
2,501.99 Nevada was married in Paris to Dr. Raymond Palmer, of Birmiugham, England.
He said he knew it by a direct revelaTotal available for reduction
Tho bridemaids were Misses Morris, Johntion of God to himself. His coveOf the debt ................. $240,927,074.70
son, Everest. and Tift, of America. Signor
nants were made for eternity. Ho would
Salvini, the Italian tragedian, was the "best
stand by them at all hazards. Judge Znne Reserve fund held for redemption of United States notes, acts
man.’’
reminded him that two of his wives were
Jan. 14, 1876, and July 12, 18*2. . 100,000,000.00
in this eternal covenant. He spoke about
In summing up the situation in regard
Unavailable for reduction of the
debt—
one already divorcedfrom him— his first
to the revolution in Ronmelia, Smalley’s
wife dishonored in her old age. To talk of Fractional silver coin. ............ $23,641,833.79
Minor coin ............... ........ 796,832.26 specialcablegramsays that it develops no
this being an eternal covenant under divine
command was blasphemy,and he was tired „ .L0ta]' V .................. $24,438,746.05 decided phases, and that war still hangs in
of hearing such hypocriticalcant. Brain Certificatesheld ss cash. ........ 64,667,230.00 the balance. The danger of tho situation
was sentenced to six months in jail and Net cash balance on hand ........ 63,903,106.30 is increasedby the delays of the powers,
owing to difficultvin arriving at com$300 fine.
Total cash In Treasury, as
bined action. A deputation of Bulgarians
shown by Treasurer's genFotJB cars broke away from the first seceral account. ................$483,036,157.05 waited on the Czar at Elsinore, Denmark,
tion of a circus train near Fergus Falls,
Tho payments on account of intcrentdae and solicitedhis approval of the annexaMinn., and running backward on a heavy on bonds amounted to about $7,500,000, tion of Roumelia to Bulgaria. The disgrade struck the engine of the second sec- which will reduce tho decrease of tho debt patches state that the deputation retired apparentlysatisfied.
collistion. Five men were killed and many oth- to about $5,250,000.
ion between Servians and Bulgariers seriously wounded. Nearly two hunans was reported on tho frontier.
dred men were asleep in the wrecked cars
POI4TIGAI*
at the time.
Germany and Spain have arrivedat on amiThe MassachusettsRepublicanConven- cable understandingregirdingthe CaroCold weather, it is expected, will end
line Islands, nud the Pope’s good offices
the Apache campaign in the Southwest, tion, in session at Springfield,placed the will not be requred. Spain’s claim to Yap
compelling the Indians to surrender.... followingticket in the field: Governor, is conceded by Germany, which in tarn is
William Bookwa ter, of Circleville, Ohio, George D. Robinson;Lieutenant Governor, granted free navigation of the Caroline
while intoxicated,took a position on the Oliver Ames; Secretary of Shite, Henry B. waters, free commerce with the inhabitants
railroad tracks and said he would kill tho Pi?rce; State Treasurer and Receiver Gen- of the islands,and the privilege of estaberal. A. W. Beard; Auditor, Chas. R. Ladd; lishing a coaling station on one of them .....
first negro that passed. He kept his word,
and Samuel Tibbs was his victim. He shot Attorney General, E. L. Sherman. Senator It is expected that King Christian IX. of
him in the back, with fatal result.... Hoar, who presided over the convention, Denmark will abdicate in favor of his son
John O’Brien, a political “fine-worker" of made a lengthy speech, in which he said that Frederick.The difficultybetween the
Cincinnati,was sentenced to one year’s im- his party, although in favor of restoring King and Folkething, of Parliament, has
prisonmentand to nay a fine of $1,000. He peace and harmony between the sections, been of some duration, the monarch apnad offered to sell fraudulent certificates of would insist upon the right of all loyal pointing his ministers from the minority,
registration.,.. Cole A Dodge, Stockton, citizens to free discussion,unobstructed and thus gaining the enmity of
of the people....
Cal, farmers, filed a petition in bankrupt- suffrage, and an honest counting of their the representatives
votes. The platform indorses the civil- “Pour Carlotta’s"insanity is pronounced
cy, placing their liabilitiesat $200,000.
All the gambling- bouses in St. Paul were service laws and urges the extension of incurable by an eminent specialist who has
closed by order of Mayor Rice ____ The first their principlesto all the business offices been for some time her custodian. One of
snowfall of the season is reported from of the Government; demands the suspen- her hallucinationsis that MaymlHan j8 stiU
East Tawas, Alpena, and Cheboygan, Mich., sion of silver coinage; the enactmentof a alive and that he will soon be emperor of
general bankrupt law, and the vigorons en- the entire world. . .No doubt is entertained
last week. '
forcementof the Edmunds bill in Utah; tbit the Latin monetary union will be confavors redactions or reforms in the tariff tinued until January, 1877. Belgium will
which may not be inconsistent with the be representedat the approaching condoctrine of protection,and appeals to an ference..,. Fred Hassaurek, a well-known
Foub negroes, one of them a woman, "aroused public conscience”to prevent
German journalist and politician, of Cinwho were accused of several murders, were further suppression of the negro vote.... cinnati,died in Paris.
late of the

,
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The enumeration just taken shows the
population of Iowa to be 1,753,980,an increase of 129,365 in five years. The
growth has been confined wholly to the
large towns and the uorthwestern counties.
A patient
hospital

escaped from a small-pox
at Montreal, ran through the

streets in his night-olothes,and finally entered a dwelling, the inmates of which

him

a beating

.

1 •

.

A

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

gave

over to an

officer. At

many Catholic churches on
Sunday the priests urged their congregations to submit to the medical authorities
and be vaccinated at once. The procession
to invoke the intercession of the Virgin
Mary to stay the epidemic took place at one
of the French chnrohes in the presence of
10,000 people. Several cases of the disease have appeared at Quebec and at Cupe
St. Ignace, near that city.

A

dispatch from Rusk, Tex.,

says that

the Kansas aud Gulf
Shore Line, near Lufkin, Tex., sixty con"at the terminus of

victs

working on the road made a desper-

The Canadian City the Scene of
a Fearful Anti-Vaccination Riot.

A Howling Mob Wrecks

Health

Offices-

and Public Bntldings— Residences Fired.

(Montrealspecial]
Montreal was the scene of

a

violent riot

this evening as the result of the
for comp

all

movement

ory vaccination.The French-

Canadianghave shown strong opposition to
compuleory vaccination since the start, and
trouble has been feared. The English
were determined,however, that no more
delay would be allowed,and decided at
once to carry oompnlsory measures into
force. A branch office was started in the
East End, and orders were given to-day to
begin the thorough vaccination of all persons in the French- Canadian quarter. At an early hour this morning the office
opened. A
crowd at once began to assemble, .
and the building was soon surrounded.
Several French- Canadian citizens addressed the gathering, which was becoming
more and more riotous,and advised pociflo
measures. A squad of police was called
out, and toward afternoonthe mob dispersed, threatening, however, to return in
the evening. They kep: their word.
At seven o’clock to-night the building
was surrounded by a noisy, threatening
crowd of French- Canadians, who began
operations by storming the Health Office,
smashing all the windows, and creatinga

was

ate break for liberty just as they had fin- general havoc.
ished their supper. With deafeningyells
The mob next went to the residence of
they started up in a body and rushed lor Dr. Laberge, of the Medical Health Office,
the neighboringwoods. The guards opened stoned it, and shouted defiance.On marched
fire on the fleeing convicts with deadly eftho mob, gathering in numbers as it went,
fect The latest report says that twenty-five its objective point being the City Hall.
of them were killed or wounded. Tho prisThe authoritieshad by this time got wind
oners ran in one large body, and the guards of the mob’s intentions,aud the tire-bells
simply emptied their repeating rifles and sounded a general alarm, callingthe whole
small arms into the moving mass. Run^ors police force from the varions stationsto

of an intended mutiny in

•

camp have

the Central Station at the City Hall The
mob arrived, however, before the police
had mastered, and took possession of the
streets around the hall. Showers of stones
were rained upon the building, and many
windows were shattered. The police were
still in the stations, and, as usual, a delay
occurred before they were ordered out.
When they first reached the street they had
only their small wooden batons, which were
utterly useless on the mob, which concountry. The scene of the outbreak is tinued its work of destruction, moving
some miles from a telegraph office.”
completely around the building.
An order was given to arm the force with
The President appointed the followingmuskets,
but the men, strange to say, were
named Presidential Postmasters:
kept standing in the station while the mob
Benjamin F. Devore, at Independence.Kan.,
continued its work outside. Several of
vice William T. Yoe, resigned: Thomus A. JlcCleary, at Medicine Lodge, Kan., vice W. D. the policemen and tho Mayor’s brother
Vanslyke, resigned; Samuel T. Carrico, at Har- armed themselves with revolvers and
per, Kan., vice James O. Graham, resigned; blazed away from tho door of the station,
Thomas R. Love, at Wellington,Kan., vice J. Y.
Coffman,resigned; Colin Campbell, at Flor- silencing the mob on that side. On the
ence, Kan., vice William A. Stanford, resigned: other side, however,the work was kept up,
Martin Slnnett. at Arkansas City. Knn., and the health officergot a severe Dandvice James O. Toplitt. resigned; Edward T. ling. A large number of people were here
Besh, at Nellgh, Neb., vice J. Jones
Mellck, resigned, Forrest L. Wheden. at undergoing vaccination, and had to fly
York, Neb., vice L. J. Gandy, resigned;Charles from the mob.
C. Hathaway,at Del Norte. Colo., vice W. II.
the midst of the din a cry
Cochran,resigned;Lyman Thompson, at Sonth
was raised, “To the newspaper office!1*
Pueblo, Colo., vie© G. B. Stimpson, resigned;
and in a few minutes the crowd, now
C. S. Clark, at Tombstone,Arizona, vice J. P.
Clum. resigned; Charles W. Huggins,at Lamar, numbering several thousand, had formed
Mo., vice J. B. Emery, resigned; Thomas H. into Rue and were on the way. The
Frame, at Liberty, Mo., vice W. H. Robinson,
mob marched down the principalstreets,
resigned; Henry 8. Dean, at Stockbridge.Mass.,
vice H. L. Plumb, resigned;A.bert A. haugett, singing and shouting,and made for the
at Lowell, Mass., v.ce Edward T. Rowell, re- office of the Morning Herald, a large fivesigned; A. H. Dudley, at Princeton. Kv., story building on Victoria Square. Their
vice Robert M. Cravens, re-lgned;William D.
Swail, at Belvidere, III, vice Charles B. number was considerably increased on their
Loop, resigned; John O. Johnson, at Austin, way, and they surrounded the newspaper
Tex., vice J. C. Degress, commissionexpired; office severalthousand strong. The buildPeter McCaraley, at Grand Rapids, Wk, vlco
ing, which occupies a prominent position,
G. T. Witter, commissionexpired; Thomas
Bowman, at Connc.lBluffs, rice Philip Armour, was brilliantlylightedup, and formed a good
suspended;James W. Brattle, at Marshfield, mark for the rioters. Tho wi.idows were
Mass., vice Edward 8. Henne, suspended: Chas. soon smashed, and the rioters took full
G. Hagnauer, at Highland,HI., vice Louis Kiune,
vengeanceupon the paper, which has been
suspended; John H. Hill, at Goldsooro,N. C.,
vice Hiram Grant, susptnded; Wm. H. Hensley, the- most active and plain-spoken about the
Columbus, Neb., vice H. J. Hudson, suspended; French- Canadians.
Henry P. Howard, at San Antonio, 'fox., vice J.
For over half an hour the mob had it all
P. Newcomb, suspended; Lewis Lowry, at Camtheir own way, the police remainingin- •
eron, Mo., vice F. M. Kimball, suspended ; B. F.
Ellsbury, at Ironton, O., vice 8. B. Steece sus- active in the stationwhile the work of depended; John D. Waterman, at Rockford, 111., structionwas going on. While engaged at
vice Thomas G. Lawler, suspended;J. H. the newspaper office the rioters gave exBlinker, at West Point, Miss., vice H. if. Harrington, suspended: Walter W. McGrow, at Eureka. pression to various threats, and said they
Kan., vice James W. Nicholas, resigned;John would show the English whether it was
C. Friend, at Rawlings, Wy. T., vlco H. T. they or the French who would rule the city.
Snlvely, suspended: Isaioh Garrett, at Monroe, The English were roundly abused, and a
La., vice Julius Enucmoser, suspended ; Arthur
D. Glover, at Olympia, W. T., vice James W. number of violent scenes occurred. When
the police did arrive on the scene
Gale, suspended.
this

been rife for some weeks past. These rumors were strengthenedby the fact that
many of the convicts were serving life- sentences and were known to be desperate characters, and extra precautionswere being
taken. Every means possibleis beiug used
to recapture the thirty- five who succeeded
in eluding the rifles of the guards. All
avenues of escape are being guarded, and
posses are being organized to scour the

In

the mob

THE MARKETS

in

,

and handed him

MONTREAL’S MOB.

NEW

YORK.

Beeves. ..........................
$4.00 0 6.00
Hoos ........
...........
4.50 0 6.00
Wheat— No. 1 White ............. .97
.98
No. 2 Red .............
.90
.97)4
Corn— No. 2 ...................... .48
.60
Oath— White. .................... r.36
.41
Fork— Mess ......................
010.00
LrilL'AiiU.
Beeves— Choice to Prime Steers. 5.75 0 6.25
Good Shipping ........ 5.00 0 5.60
Common ............... a 50 0 4.60
Hook .............................4.00 0 4.60
Flour— Extra Spring ........... 6.00 0 5.60
Choice Winter .......... 4.50 0 6.00
Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... .90
.91
Corn— No. 2 ...................... .41
41)4
Oats— No. 2 ...................... .25
.26
Rye-No. 2 ....................... .58
.60
Barley— No. 2 ................... .69
.71'
....

0
0
0
0

0

0

Buiteb— Choice Creamery ......

.19

0
0
0
0
0

.20

Fine Dairy .............. .16
.18
.09)40 .10)4
Cheese— Foil Cream, new .......
Skimmed Flats ........ .05)40 .i:6)4

Eoos—

Fresh ..................... .17

0

.18

Potatoes— Car-lots, per bn .....
.32 0 .37
Pork— Mess ......................a25 0 8.50

MILWAUKEE.
Wheat— No. ...................
Corn-No. ......... ...........
2.

2.

.85
.41
.25

0
0
0

Oats— No. 2 ......................
Rye— No. 1 ....................... .68 0
Pork- -Mess ......................aoo 0

TOLEDO.
Wheat— No. 2 ................... .90
Corn— No. 2 ...................... .44
Oath— No. 2. ..................... .26
ST. LOU1R
WheatwNO.

2

Red. .............. .93

Corn— Mixed .................... .39
Oats— Mixed. ....................
Pork— Mess ......................k75

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

.85)4
.41)4
.26
.60
8.50
.91
.45
.28

.94
.41
.25)4
9.23

again formed and marohed
back through the streetsto the East End,
where they held a mass meeting, and after
several inflammatoryspeeches proceeded
to the homes of several of the doctors and
stoned them.
The rioters before dispersing went’down
to one of tho objectionablevaccinator’s
houses and fired it The fire brigade were
hastily summoned, and extinguishedthe
fire before any damage was done. When
tho riot was at its height tho cries were
frequently raised. "Burn the city!” and

“Down

with the

English!”

•

That Bach a thing as the small-pox should
serve to awaken race hostility is indeed remarkable; bnt the fact is that it has been the
cause of more bitterness than even the
most feerioussubject of quarrel To
state tho case very simply, the French in
Montrealhave been harboringand breeding the small-pox with apparent indifference to the loss of life it was causing,and
complete indifferenceto its effect? upon the
English population. The English have
suffered to a small extent from the ravages
of the disease— poor Sir Franois Hlncks
fell a victim to it through infection carried
to his house by a servant— bnt their business losses as the result of the prevalence
of the epidemic have been most serions.
The French would not vaccinate,were reluctant to lend themselvesto anysanittu’y
measures, but preferredto fight the disease, if at all, by pious observancesand
ceremonies.

A gentleman on the Citizens’Committee
to-day proclaimed that there were at least
9 .96 4,000 oases of small-pox in the city. The
0 .44)4
0 .28 opening of the Theater Royal has been in0 .64 definitely postponed on account of the epi0 9.25
demic. Tne health officials are encounterDETROIT.
ing the most determined oppositionin
Beef Cattle./. ................ aso 0 5.00
Hoos
.........................aso 0 4.60
their work of placarding, especiallyin the
3.25 ®4.00
East End of the city, and severalarrests
Wheat-No. l White ............. .91 <9 .92
have been made.
Corn— No. 2. ..................... .43 & .45
Oats— No. 2 White ............... .29 & .80
CINCINNATI.

Wheat-No.
Corn-No.

Red. .............. .95
2. .....................
Oats— Mixed. .................... .20
Rye-No. 2 ....................... .62
Pork— Mess. .................... 8.75
2

...

__
.
Wheat— Na

Corn— -Mixed

'

INDIANAPOLIS
2 Red. ...............
92
......... ...........40

OATB-No.2 ..........

„

.94
.42
.25)4

;

.25

east Liberty

CATTLE-Best .................... 6.25 0 6.75
FMr... ..................175 & 5.25
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SPLINTERS.
The railroads of Pennsylvania employ
70,000 men.
It will take three months

and $2,000 to

mount Jumbo.
,TBe Grant Monument fond in New
has reached nearly $83,000.

York

Oablotta has turned her forty-sixth.*
year, and is recovering her reason.

.

TORNADO

WARNINGS. ^ekethe negroes are
Tho

Trustworthy Reports to Be Sent

to

weak.

Inability to Kemembor Dates and
Their Way of Ueckonlng lime.

Many of the colored people of this
country seem to have the happy facFunnel Fiend.
ulty of ignoring time, writes a Florida
correspondent.Dates for them are almost unmeaning,incidents are fixed by
Lieutenant J. P. Finley's Observacertain occurrences,“sens de wah," or
tions— The Per Cent of Veri“jest after do wah,” being the most
prominent among their references when
fication Gratifying.
questioned with regard to ago or locality. “I jest dunno, missis, quite what
[Washington dispatch.]
The phenomeno of tornadoes,' to the age I is,” said one gray old man, looking thoughtfully into the crown of his
scientfio study of which Lieut John P.
battered hat, “but Use jest de age ob
Finley, of the signal corps, has devoted Massa Robert; corned inter die world
about eight years, are now so well under- jest about de time ho did. But yo’ see
stood as to warrant the belief that trustMars Robert died ’bout twenty-odd
worthy warnings may soon be sent out to v ars ago, ’n I never knew ’zactly what
the inhabitants of localities which may be his age wor-on’y him ’n’ me wor de
threatened with disastrousvisitations. same age, miss.”
Daily predictions are in fact being made
Aunt Katy’s brother, a very fineat present, having begnu last year and conlooking old man, with a head ‘like a
tinued during the tornado season, and reMassachusettsstatesman, called here
sumed recently upon the return of Lieut.
the other day with vegetablesto sell.
Finley from an inspection tour in the West.
The percentageof verificationis already He, his gray-and* white donkey, the
gratifying,
Irving, though
thou
the predictions are as home manufactured cart, with hempen
yet largely experimental, and are embodied harness, made a good Florida picture,
in the daily published bulletins of the standing under the great chinaberry
signal office only when the conditions tree. I asked Aunt Katy how old he
favorable to the creation cf tornadoes are was.
very pronounced. In such cases “severe
“Well, he’s tho oldest brudder Fve
local storms" are noted as probable.
got, 'n I reckon he’s a heap older’n
To a reporter LieutenantFinley recently me.”
described the known phenomena of tor“But you don’t know your own age,
nadoes and tho ends toward which present
researchesare directed. Qhese storms Aunt Katy.”
“Dat’s de fac’,” she responded, with
have distinctly marked characteristics, and
are by no means to be confounded with her hearty laugh. “I’se awful ignant
hurricanes, "blizzards,"cyclones,or north- ’bout dose ar things; but IsraT out dar,
easters. Their tracks are never more than I know he's de oldest, ’cause when
a few hundred yards wide, and their forces Sherman’ssoldiers goed on do run troo
are generally exhausted by the time they Georgy, he wor quite peart of a man,
have traveled a course of forty or fifty wid de gray ha’rs in his b’ard, 'n my
miles, though in this latter respect they are
Margret— dat was de last chile I bed—
quite variable,some having been traced by
was
a settin’ on de sunflower patch, jest
iir lines of devastation more than 180
miles. Their rotary motion, which is great- big enough to feed de chickens,*n he
est toward the center, sometimes reaches come an’ field her up high, I ’member,
the enormous rate of two thousand miles an so’t she could see de tops o’ dar hats ;
hour, while their forward movement,always an’ den he wor older dan I. So dat’s
from southwest to northheast, ordinarily de ony way I knows,” she added, noddoes not exceed forty or fifty miles. They ding her head wisely. Subsequently I
are usually unaccompanied by electrical asked the old gentleman.
disturbances, and are believed to bo unin“Well, I reckon I’se a fewy’ars older
fluenced by electricalconditions, though
’n Katy, thar,” was his answer.
violent thunderstorms sometimes follow
“But Katy don’t know how old she
them a few miles away. There is a distinct
localities

Threatenedby the

tW

and carious relationshipbetween the tornado and the general storm center, which is
always apparentIn their uniform relative
positions; the tornado always occurring
southeastwardly from the center of the low
barometic pressure, and at a distance from
one to six hundred miles. * The shape of
the general storm center, the direction in
which its longest diameter lies, and the
appearanceof the upper and lower clouds
enter as minor elements m the problem oat
of which the weather experts hope to work
a complete system of tornado warnings.
The visits of the tornado are commonly between the hours of 2 and 6 o'clock
in the afternoon. Its home is an area
which includes the whole of Iowa, all of
Missouri, except the southeastern corner,
the northwesterncomer of Arkansas, the
northeastern part of Indian Territory,
Eastern Kansas, Eastern Nebraska,Southern Minnesota, Southern Wisconsin, and
Western Illinois. Here its season extends
from April to August, inclusive.It is a frequent visitor to two or three regions. One is
a strip along the gulf and South Atlantic,
which takes in the central portions of Alabama, Georgia, and South Carolina, with
termini in Mississippi and North Carolina,
over which its devastations are confined to
the months of January, Febraary, and
March. The other includes
a portion of
iclt *
southern and central Ohio, a large part of
Pennsylvania, a small area in Mary
Maryland, a
strip across New York, and a corner each of

Massachusetts and Connecticut, where it is
seasonable only durirfg the months of August and September.
Lieut. Finley further said, while a host
of interesting scientific questions respecting the origin of tornadoes, the laws which
govern them, and their relationshipto other
meteorological phenomena remain to be answered, the more practical questions as to
when and where they are lik.
likely to appear
seem to be advancing rapidly toward solution. The interests which are subject to
disaster from tornadoes are alive to the importance of the work in progress. Intending purchasers of farms apply to the Signal
Office
ice for information respecting the liability of their selected locality to disaster.
To such are sent the records of the past as
far as they are known. Whenever Lieut.
Finley travels in pursuit of his studies
farmers and villagers press for information.
To these he says that nothing raised by tne
hand of man above the surface of the
earth can withstand the shook of the tornado. He advises them to seek their dugouts upon the appearance of the portentious sigi s of disaster, and there await the
passage of the stoim. For their property
he advises insurance, so that the losses of
the individual may be shared by his more
fortunate neighbors. The insurancecompanies which last year “wrote" $40,000,01)0
in tornado policies are eagerly awaiting the
completion of a map now in the process of
making which will, it is expected,greatly
narrow the so-called tornado regions, and
perhaps show that large portions of them
nave never experienced
destructive
storm. Upon this map Lieutenant Finley
proposes to show from the complete records of severalyears and dates the average
number of tornadoes for each locality per

a

is,” I said.

“Well, I reckon,” he said, with a
dubious smile; “but she’s grown mighty
ole sens de wah.”
As with the elders so with the children. Ida is

a grandchildof Aunt

Katy, and as bright as the average. A
visitor here, incredulous as to some
facts, was expressing her convictions.
.“Here comes Ida,” I said, “make it a
test case. I will take down the dialogue verbatim.”
“How old are you, Ida?” was the first
question.
“Don’t no, miss,” was the quick
answer.
“Don’t know your ago!

a

great girl

like you ?”

‘Ts older dan John Wash” was the
answer, after a moment of discomfiture.

“Who

is John Wash?”
Instantlyshe brightened up and

stood erect.

is?”1

“Yarsm.”

“How

old is ho?”

Assuming

a look of great importance,
she replied
“He was horned de night ob de big
storm. An’ I knows now old my modder war, too.”
“Well, how old?”
“When Sherman come troo Georgy
’n blowed his horn, she wor a baby 2year ole.”
“And where is your mother now?”
“Oh, her am settin’ in de kingdom.”
We sent her out and laughed till we
:

cried.

How

Porpoises Are Caught.

A

seine nearly a mile long is paid out
from the steamer to inclose the fish and
cut them off from the open sea. At the

wings and bags of the net small surfboats are stationed, whose crews strive
to frightentho porpoises when they attempt a combined charge upon the net.
As the huge creatures,often weighing
1,000 pounds each, can easily break a
seine if they set out for itj the , only
safeguard is to distract them and divert
their attention. Slowly and steadily
the seine is drawn in toward the bach,
and when near enough a smaller seine
is brought into play inside the larger
one. With this a few porpoises at a
time are cut off from the main school,
and hauled by main force on the shore,
where they are dispatchedwith lances
or knives. It is no boy’s play hauling
this small seine through
>ugh t!
the surt
The

Conferenceof Those Interested in Herds
In the Cherokee Strip.
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Human

Brain.

According to the novel computation
of a German histologist, who has been
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calculatingthe aggregate cell forces of
the human brain, the cerebral mass is
composed of at least 300,000,000 of
nerve cells, each an independent body,
organism, and microscopicbrain, so far
as concerns its vital functions, but subordinate to a higher pnpose in relation
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The most sertonsly wounded are as follows:
James Eoctes, Nova Beotia, dislocated shoulder
and bruises ; probably fatal. Joe Brown, New
[Kansas City special] #
York, leg hurt. Wm. Winfield, Appomattox,
A meeting was held at the Brunswick this
Va.. side and hack: will die. Thomas Vanata.
ruptured. James Meyers, sprained ankle and
afternoon of cattlemeninterested in the
legs bruised. A1 Turner, Iowa, foot mashed.
herds in the Cherokee strip and No Man’s
Henry Boise, New York, leg and arms bruised.
Wm. Murray, New York, head badly cut James
Laud. Folly a dozen of the largest cattleColeman, colored, leg cut. Jenkins, bead canowners were in attendance. These are to the function of tbe organ; each vasman, jaw smashed. Ed Hiegler,Cincinnati,
the cattlemen against whom suits aggre- living a separate life individualiv, head hnrt. Wm. W arren, Cleveland, both hands
gating nearly $500,000 have been brought by though socially subject to a higher law jammed; will havo to be amputated.
Nearly every man in the four cars is
the Texas cattlemen who were stopped of function. The lifetime of a nerve
somewhat bruised and hurt, but, except the
while driving their herds north through
cell he estimates to be abont sixty days, above, none seriously. A brakeman named
Indian Territory about three months ago.
The attorneys of the Indian Territory men so that 5,000,000die every day, about Peterson could not be found after the
wreck was cleared,and it is not known
were present, and at the expiration of the 200,000 every hour, and nearly 3,500
whether he was killed or ran away. Tho
every
minute,
to
be
succeeded
by
an
conference the expressions of all those iueqoal number of their progney; while injured will be sent to the NorthernPacific
Hospital at Brainerd, and an inquest will
onoe in every sixty days a man has a v.
i ---------be heMUo-morrow
on the jemainidjyj
remains of the
a vigorous defense. The statement was totally new brain.
deceased, which will be held at the dispoalso made that while abont four hundred and
sition of relatives, if any telegraph; otherfifty thousand head of cattle still remained
‘Pierce my heart with a bodkin, to
wise they will probably be buried here.
on the Cherokee firip and No Man's-:
that I
dead,” wrote 4

mostaU

SENATOR PALMER.

SEE.

I

“John Washington Staniford Bonaparte Jerome Callis,” she replied.
“And who is he?”
“He is my brudder, miss.”
“Who gave him all those names?”
“I do’ no; I guess his modder did.”
“Well, don’t you know how old he

annum.

THE CATTLEMEN.

trumpet. The band played that
heroic tnne. Marching Through Georgia,’
quickens his pulse. The wldowln mourning
for husband or sons tells him that men have
It Makss Many Concesiions to the Addied and women mnst weep, and oU for that
His Response at the
which we oaU country.
vanced Spirit of the Nineteenth
Bnt this la not aU, Mr. Chairman, that tho
of the
of the
Century.
soldierof the great rebellion has tanght the
yonth of onr land It was feared by the timid
of our people that they who bad avenged the
The Hierarchy Invested with Power 0!
Insult to ih# flag had become demoralizedby
the vloes of the camp; that their disbanding
Control Over the Material Affairs
The Soldier as a Schoolmaster— Mlch< menaced the well being of the state. How
groundless were those fears I They came back
of the Chnrch.
Igan’i Just Tribute to Gento ns, and we never should have known of their
coming bnt for the joys at seeing them and the
eral Grant.
r\l no a 1 trm s\# 4t>«*.nnnswV a
___ 1. 1
a ___ _
[Baltimorespecial J
blessingsof inoreasedprosperitywhioh they
The American of this city publishesa
brought us. They came like the snremer rains
on our great lakes, which add to their volume
specialletter from Rome having reference
Below we give in full tho remarks of but do not detractfrom their purity. They
to the confirmationand effect of the detaught ns that men who fonght for the flag
crees passed by the Plenary Council of Bal- Senator Palmer at the Army of the Cum- know what the flag represented, ‘respect for law
timore. The writer says that their influ* berland banquet in Grand Rapids#
and subordinationto authority.”
It la said that when Cromwell'sIronsides were
once will be felt throughoutAmerica, and
Mb. Chairman: My toast is a peculiar one. disbandedon the return of Charles II. they meltto u beneficial purpose. A canon, which The committee having the banquet in charge It
s' ai,Tay.?P1(lri'I.tliebody of toe people, only to
took its origin in medivtel times, and was seems had selected sentimentsto be responded be identified thereafterby the excellenceof
uct.«wc »a jjiweru,
waea
proverb, when
founded on and constituted for a civiliza- to by each ot the distinguishedspeakers, on tho their work, so that It became
tion that has almost passed away, is cut in- ground probably that they knew whereof they any labor in any avocation was dona In a supeshould speak, and they had run out of material rior manner, that "this mnst have been dohe by
to by the decrees. They will constitute a law
when they got down to me. All of you gentle- one of Cromwell'smen. ^ 1 think this 1# true of
suitablefor the time. The education of men favoredby a mark to ahoot at. In the way the soldiers of the rebellion.We find them evof
a toast proposed,had- much to do with tho erywhere.in humble vocations as well aa posithe clergy will be elevated to tho wants of
great struggle, the outcome of which has re* tions of honor and trust, and, whether it la bethe time. The Christian civilization of the
suited so happilyfor Doth sides.
cause they ate dignifiedby their servloe or
people will be made to keep pace with the
Why the committee did not give mo Cincin- becauseonly the best among ns served, the avmaterial civilization of the time. Christi- natus, 1 do not know, unless It was because I erage of their condnct and their achievements
anity will he brought into harmony with the was more given to turning other peoplo'a swords has been higher than that of the same number
Into pruning hooks rather than my plow-share of civilians.It has been said that arms ennoble
education
civilization ’
the
Into a sword. However, they told me to take a man. It la oertatnlv true that arms borne in
present age. Regulations have been what was left, or In other words to *ao as I vindication of a principle attract the nobUst or
made for the establishmentof schools for pleased." Gn«o-Roman, catch-as-catch-csn,ennoble those whom they attract.
Unhappy Is the time when heroes are develchildren, normal schools for teachers, and or collar and elbow. 80 1 took “The soldier as a
Some of you may not recog- oped, but thrioo unhappy the country which
a university for priests and for those lay- school-master."
nize its appropriateness,
although you must cannot supply them when the times demand.
men who devote themselves to the pursuits confess that you have performed one part of Happy the country which, like ours, found in
of higher knowledge. It is not by the role of the jolly old pedagogue— you had a her i>crilheroes "thick as the leaves of tbe foreal
habit of whipping the boys.
when the summer Is green."
“benefices,’’ that great feature of the midIt is impooslble for history hsraelf to perpetuWe have been taught by tho books that war
dle ages by which, while edneation was aswas destructive, that schoolmasterswere the ate the lessons of devotion,loyalty, and selfsisted, it was also hampered, that these recreaturesand promoters of peaoe. Wo have aacrifloIn every case, but individually aryl colbeen told that tno pen was mightier than the lectivelywe havo enough to odnoate the future.
sults are to be obtained. “Benefices’’ will
Among them all, one has just been called
not be brought iu as a means of support. sword, a saying which implies that they are two
rival and not congenial forces. The cloister and hence who, possibly more than any other, emTho Catholic Church in the United States the camp have be.*n regarded as typifyingthe bodied the qualitieswhich should characterlzo
Vi
n
_
• 1.
11 _ ji
wants no subsidy from the state, and thus antinrvHna
antipodesof human life, and yet tho pupil of tho American soldier and civilianand American
Socrates— the man who perpetuated and de- youth. Great as he Is consideredto-day, I beit will not become a servant, or rather a
velopedtho
___
________
the philosophy
philosophyof
his _____
master, tho
man llcvo the future will assign him a higher place.
slave, of tho state, as it has so often been
There have.beenas great conquerors. There
who gave his whole life to metaphysical study
in European countries,such as Franco and
and dreamy meditatton-saidthat the men who havo been as great statesmen; there have been
Austria. The church in America prefers to fonght at Marathon and Salamts were the as great civilians,but I know of no character in
depend for her support upon the free offer- schoolmastersof all Greece. What he meant is history who combines the three in so great a
a matter of inference, but we may educe from degree of excellence. Perhaps In no other counings of the people.
hts
---surroundings that ho wished
wiotAUUto
IU Impress
llll vOD try was such a characterpossibleNever selfIn the new dioceses it is provided that no
ipon his people that tho devotion of the 10,000 seeking, he was dragged from obscurity by the
such thing as parishes and parish priests,
rho met and defeatedU1U
eleven
V UU times
IIIHit D their
LUl'ir nnraIIUIU" needs of his country. With more than the tenber at Marathon was an example more ennobling acity of Wellingtonhe wrested victory from tbe
in the old canonical sense of the term, will
------j-ij,
and more lasting than alt the sjiecnlatlons of jaws of defeat. "His temper, iron-llke. grew
exist in tho United States. These were
by blows."When strategy could avail he showed
the academy ; than all the eloquence of tho Agora.
founded on “benefices, " hut there they will He meant more; he undoubtedly meant that an ability equal to any of the great captains of
their example showed that the refinementand tho past. He never challenged destiny* and
not bo employed.This, however, does not
culture of Athens had not enervated her sons thereforemet no Moscow, no Leipalc, and no
indicatethat pastors who have created and
—that while other Grecian states had consented Waterloo.
fostered a congregation, and mide the desWithout malice and devoid of hate he never*
to becoiho tributary to the Persian King, tho
ert to blossom as a rose, wiil be harshly
men who won these victories knew what Inde- theless was implacable as fate In the prosecupendence and nationality meant and proposed tion of his duty. Triumphant M a conqueror,
treated or removed from the places they
to maintain them-that the true aoldter, the ho treated tho vanquished not as a foe but aa a
have built up. There will not be an absoman who tights for a principle, knowing what friend.
lute removability of pastors. A certain he fights for and why he fights for it, is the man
Aa a statesman,when he might have distinpercentageof them will be declaredim- who not only has been trained inthegymna- guished his administrationby fanning an inmovable, and this holds good except in s urn but has listened in tho schools. Ho must tctnattonal wrong into a war which would hare
also
have referred to
spectacle Ul
of ui
other enabled him to grasp a territory one-half aa
— ---W. that
.uau Of/vutavio
cases where faults are ascribed to the pasleaders generouslygiving away their rlgh,
right of large as his country, he said "Ipt ns have peaoe,”
tor, and these faults and their consequences command that Mlltlades might lead them on and brought about an International court for
the settlement of differences.
will be determined by a trial. A certain that fateful day.
Beset by the difficulties
born of a transition
What Athena achieved after that fight Is a
amount of liberty of action is required in
of history. How Phidias designed-how state between war and peaoe, with the people
the United States both by Bishops matter
chiseledThow Parrhasiuspalnted- demoralizedby a depreciatedcurrency and all
and clergy, and it is not advisable Praxiteles
how one man ruled by the force of ms
hla genius
genius. the evils which a glgantlo war entails upon commercial interests, surrounded by conspirators
to remove or curtail their liberty. The
desiring to nso him for their own advantage,his
dignity and authority will be increased and
excess, fidelity
men whom Plato called the schoolmasters only fault was a virtue carried to exoesa,
brought more prominently into relief. ofThe
to his friends, real or supposed
o
all Oreoco have become more— they have beThey will have their courts over those of come the schoolmastersof Christendom. The
In accord with the best sentiment ot the
bishops, in which appeals will be received bloodshed there has rowed down in a broad country. In sympathy with the wants, the
hopes,
tho fears, and the distress of the people,
before such appeals can he sent to Rome. stream for nearly twenty-four hundred years; he nevertheless
Interposedamid the adverse
has irrigatedall lands where educationhas dug
In future bishops will have a permanent channels,and baptized every hero who has clamor ot the multitude the iron hand of his
board or council, which they will assemble fought for his|nativoland, from Brutus down to veto to prevent improper legislation.
Descending— or ascending— from his high
at certain intervalsduring the year. They the volunteer who left the little ichoolhous# at
office to become the first oil izcq of the world,
will also give some voice to the clergy in his country’scall to fight In tho war of the
with honors heaped upon him In snob profusion
great rebellion.
the selectioajjfbishops.
It Is possible, in the short time which pro- that he would have been smothered In flowera
Another importanta<
decision of tho Balti- priety will permit me to take, to cite bnt few had he been an ordinary man, he retained hit
more Council refers to societies or associa- Instances, there was Wlnkelried, who “made
As lzl.h 1111 tbe CariHllaQ RHUMB
tions. A stop is about to-be put to indis- way for liberty" by grasping nine snear
And yet hla missionas a schoolmasterof tbe
points to his heart at Anspaoh: Sydcriminate,injudicious, or conflicting con- ney, who passed the cup of cold water American people would have been IncompleteIf
demnation of sooret societies.Hence- to the wounded soldier, saying "Thy need is he had ended bis career in tbe talUght of Its
forward the condemnation of any secret greater than mine;" Hofer shot to death at brilliantday, with no clouds savo those which
Mantua; Hampden who gave hia life for liberty would have enhanced the effect of tho picture.
society will be reservedto a permanent
He was destined to tread the wine press alone,
at Chalgrove: Ney holding single-handedtho
A#
1.
mm
—
hoard of all the archbishops of the country, Russian army at bay at the gatoa of Wilna, by Stripped of
his fortune, his family Impoverished,
------- * hl« confidence-be«>•»».*—
his friends
sacrificed,
and all cases of such a nature must be rethe terror of his name and afterward picking
ferred to them for their judgment and de- up the babe whom Its mother had thrown away trayed, his great name trampled In tbe mire ot
In her despair, and carrying It In his arms to a a great citv-allthese, leagued with deep discision.
pi*?®,of safety; Nathan Halo who lamented ease, could not abase tbe simple heroism of hla
soul. A Spartanin his stoicism, a Roman In his
to rfVO to bis country;
Washington at Valley Forge: Mad Anthony observance of law, a Christianin his charity
CARS.
Wayne at Stony Point— all these are lessons and In his faith. It was given him to lllnstrata
given by the heroes of the pant which educate as a wholo those virtues which many men have
possessedIn part, and to throw out In bold reCollision of Two Sections of a Circus not only for war but for the duties of peaoe.
They lllnstrateself-sacrifice,self-denial, pa- lief those qualities which shonld distinguish
Train on the Northern Pacitriotlsm,piety, daring, loyalty, fidelity,long the Ideal American cltlzon.
It will require another age, Mr. Chairman, to
suffering,the qualities which more than othera
fic Road.
analyze and criticise jnstly General Grant's
dignify humanity.
oharacter, and when that time comes I hope ha
It was these or like instances of noble quailbe portrayedwith all his faults, that men
Five Men Killed Outright und Many ties which prepared our nation 'for "the‘sub- will
ilmeat ex bibitlon
_________
of all these traits, in the war may feel a closer sympathy with him on the
of the great rebellion.Tho majority" of "men ground of tbe nossesslonof common weakOthers Badly, If Not Fatally,
are not educated by books, they are educated nesses. Whateverof frailty sorntlnr may deInjured.
by deeds. Not by mental processesalone, but tect, whatever perversionof acts cynicism may
by the ideals which the heroes of all time hare assert, whatever ulteriormotives malignitymay
created. The saying that the blood of martyra impute, I feel assured that ho will stand in his(Fergus Falls (Minn.)dispatchJ
is the seed of tho church Is not more true tHan tory
A serious smashup of John Robinson's that the blood of patriots Is tho cement of the
Like some tall crag that lifts Its awfnl form.
circus train occurred on the Northern Pa- state. To whom Is this country not dearer now Swells irom tbe vale and midway leaves th#
than It was before soo.ooomen had given their
storm,
cific, Fergus and Black Hills Road, a branch
of tho Northern Pacific,at Ames Station, lives for its redemption?This appeals to old T hongh round Its breast the rolling clouds ars
and young alike— bnt the great lessons which
spread,
six miles west of this city. Four cars were have been taught In the last twenty-fouryears,
Eternalsunshinesettleson Ita head.
broken to pieces, five men killed, and a and which will be tanght as img as men shall
Mr. Chairman, it was well worth all the treascite Marathonand Salamts, will be that, allarge number injured. The train was in
ure that the war swallowed up, that It ih ould
two sections. After passsing Ames the K though armies are powerful, ideas are still more have developedsnch a character. The heroes
so, and that armies are gloriousin proportion
coupling of the four rear cars of the for- to the beneficenceof the ideas which they at- and demigods of antlqmty were mad# out of
much less and coarser material No cruel act.
ward section broke, and there being a heavy tempt to enforce.
no ungenerous word has ever been attributed
It
will
be
told
In
the
future
as
It
has
been
In
grade they ran back toward the rear secto him.
the past that not nntli the firing on the flag was
This simple man will be for oentnrtes, I betion. The rear engine ran into the wild a single preparation made for the glgantlo
cars at nearly full speed, with a terrific strugglewhich followed,and that then ifien lieve. the bead schoolmasterof the American
people; and if the men of Marathon and Balasprang from every field and everv factoryto mis were tho schoolmastersof all Greece, I ascrash, injuringthe forward part of the
engine badly and totally demolishingthe avenge the insnlt; that wives sent their hus- sert confidently that onr soldiers of the war of
bands, mothers their sons, sisters their brothcars. These were common freight-cars, er, maidens their lovers, and all for tho Hag. the great rebellion are tho schoolmastersfor
all time.
fitted up with bunks, etc., as sleeping-cars Bnt why, the child will ask, for tho flag? Why
should so many men die because they fired on
for the canvasmen and roustaboutsof the
Brief Mention.
circus. They contained nearly 200 men, the flag? Then he will bo told that the flag
means something more than the combination
—Deer are reported scarce in the tipper
and the mystery is that so many escaped of beautiful hues which delights bis youthful
with their lives. A terrible scene followed ev<». it means the dignity of labor, equal peninsula.
the collision. Their were shrieks, groans, rights,good government, progress for him and
—Michigan slate will be used on the
and cries from the many injured,and howls his fellows, security of person and property.
It means that wherever he may go the flag
State
Capitol building of Colorado.
and curses from those who were trying to
will cover him as with a shield. He will
extricate themselves from the wreck* ____
Peo- be told that the flag • to bo powerfulfor
—The NorthernInsane Asylum at Travpie in the rear section,none of them hurt, all these obiecta must be Jealously guarded;
that no insnlt must even be toleratedwithout erse City will not be ready for oocupaney
lent all the aid possible, and the forrenaratlon being demanded and enforced.'He
ward engine was dispatched at once will be told that this was the reason that two until Nor. 15.
to Fergus Falls for surgical assistance, millions of men dared wounds, suffering,sick—Miss Rufie Jordan, a young lady of
returning in half an hour with the ness, and death; that for this men and boys
np the glacis at Vicksburg “ 'mid iron Cold water, n graduate of the Ann Arbor
Northern Pacific physicianshere. The charged
rain and leaden hail;" for this men laid down
followingare the names of the dead: their Uvea by thousands at Antletsm and Get- Law School, hai been admitted to Yale
George Krouse,Cincinnati.HU brother lives
tysburg; for this men went to their death in
College, the first time the honor ha# been
crate- at
-* T'
“ —
Lbnrg;
....
.
..........
at No. till Main street, Cincinnati.H. Roberts, the crater
Peters
for
this black men
Wadena, Minn., canvassman.Charles Wallace, vindicated their rights 'to be called men at conferred upon a lady.
joined the clrons at Portland, Me.; laborer. Wagner and Port uwusuu,
Hudson; tor this
Andrews
HUB AUUrewn
Bamnel Blair, Colfax, Dakota; laborer. James and his companions died an Ignominiousdeath
—As the result of a feud, W. Bruce,
Wilson, Cincinnati,formerlypoliceman;train
at Atlanta; for this thirty thousand men aceditor of the Current,was attacked as he
watchman.
cepted death by famine and diseaseat Ander-

THE PAPAL

son vl lie! What school-mastersso efficient as was leaving the M. E. Church at Big Bap.
these?
As men In the far East have worshipped the ids, by King and William Van Loo,
snn, not for Itself bnt as a representative of the thumped the editor severely.
power, the law, tbe beneficence of which it was
an emblem, so will the child of tbe futnre be
—Senator Palmer, of Detroit,has been
tanght as we of to-day have been tanght what
prowling
about the old homestead at Ashthe flag represents and why it should be venerated. Every battle, every ambush, every solford,
Ct,
where he was born, and ha#
dier's grave, whether In the Government cemeteries or hnng with garlands at home on shipped thence
large number of old
DecorationDay, is an object lesson never to be
forgotten.Every crippled soldier is a moni- householdrelics, with which he will fill a
tor; every—
---* log cabin which
has built
his
WW
eassstasioWUV AUlteglUtfttlon and spurs the boy to know all about that grounds at home.
astonishedrural
dramatic and fatefnlprocession. The battle
expressman told the sender that "the hull
lyric, "Sheridan's Ride," which Immortalizesthe
horse and adds laurelsto the rider, if there lot ain’t worth the express cost, stranger.”
were room for them, when it says:

who

a

w-w

vva,

"*

—

'*

“With foam and with dost the black charger
Bnt tho hash

MM

of hla eye and hla red noctrila’

he
The

on

Small trees of every availablekind on the

old place are to be taken up and transplanted abont the log cabin, also huckleberry and blackberry bushes, and, to

com-

plete the minatureNew England, the millionaire Senator even think#

carload of genuine

from the old farm
stoneleei Wert.

New

-----

*

m

*
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ROGERS, Editor.

addressedto General Duel

M. E.

R

»

.5,

at Shiloh.

Central Drug Store

the

^

FennvUU Dispatch:
leading general. Miss Helntzelman re
Verbeek, post master at Holland, plies to General McClellan’s reference to .
his had charge of that office for 10 mcces- the part taken by General Helntzelman in
the

ia

Wm.

and the manner in which be

Badeau’ssketch

Democrats and Republicansalike, to

In wiiich mention was

ward

a petition to the

for-

government author

Sumner.

ities at Washington, for his retention
This

is

perfectly proper, if the people are

is

of

its size

in the

AND HOUSEKEEPING GOODS!

of Charles

Riverside Park, the resting

Will open for a few days, opposite the Post-Office, in

Perfumes, and

paper by William A. Stiles, which is

Bosmanf8 Ola

Store.

Oot.

Flavoring Extracts?

il

Parsons and Harry Fenn.

streets of any city

and the boast

Patent Medicines,

lustrated with several drawings by Alfred

ought to be.

Holland bTasts of having the

Crockery, Glassware, Tinware,

place of General Grant, is tbn subject of a

satisfied the post office authoritiescertain
]y

_

1(11*8 UPIIQS)

of General Grant’s career,

made

--

the cheapest place to the city to buy

a passage in General

of all has compelled his towns people,

Of

Sale !

W.

the PeninsulaCampaign;and Charles

haa conducted affairs, to the satisfaction Eldridge answers

Great Bankrupt

to

show General Grant’s premonition,after

he would become

IT

aware that the

Mrs.

an anecdote

Sea well, relates

Vicksburg, that

life yean,

r

bribed to General Grant, as having been

Saturday, October 10, 1885.
From

•_'J-

We

finest

“How

state,

not an idle one either.

At all times of the year the streets are
hard, and in rainy weather, one can cross

dame
if

without hardly soiling the shoe.

what mudder says, I is most

I goes by

ten, but if I goes

by de fun I’se had,

a hundred.” O!

most

•'

grinninglittle tar-pot. “Well,

that--

are

AGENTS

SOLE

old are you,” said an ancient

to a

Note a few of our Low Prioea.

.

Two

quart pails .....................
8c
pick ............ 3 and 5c
Lunch baskets ............ 10, 25 and 29c
Square cages ....... . ......... 59 and 69c
Crank flour sifters. ................ J9c
Pressed dish pans .......... 19, 29 and 89c
....... 15 and 20c
Steamers .................. 25, 80 and 85c
Tea kettles ................ 40, 50 and 60c
1 |
r*P"pirTTl"NA‘ Copper do ....................... $1.00
land 9 wash boilers ................ 1.25
i'our-quartpails .................... 10c
EREMERS & BANOS,
and 10 quart covered pails ____ 25 and 80c
Bollind, Mich., October 1, 1885.
quart dinner pails, with cups ........ 19c
^ight quart pails .................... 15c
.................... 19c
fourteen
.................... 23c
Japer palls .........................
85c
^tt8 j,18t received a large stock of the latest One quart coffee pots ................ 10c
Two quart coffee pot ................. 15c
8lvles ^ Lad,c8 ,nd Ge“Ucmen's
Four quart coffee pot. .............. 20c
Six quart pans..: .................... 10c
$1.00 accordeoLs .................
. .60o
Clothes baskets ...................... 39c
Wash tubs ..........................
75c
Cups and saucers, per set ............. 35c
among which are the celebrated
Cups and saucers with handles, per set 45c
Wash bowls and pitchers,best ........ 80c
3 piece chamber set— ti ............. $1.69
Foot baths .......................... 65c
Lead pencils per doz ................. 12c
24 sheets good paper ....... .......... 5c
Good knives and forks per set ........ 45c
do 75c, $1, 1.25 & 1.50
for the

I’se

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

via:

German

Silver tea spoons, per set ..... 75c
table spoons per set. .$1.25
Rogers’ silver knives, per set, ....... 1.75
Chopping bowls ..................... 10c
Large wood frames, complete..39 and 49c
Tin slop pails ....................... 45c
1 Gal glass oil can ................... 39c
Lamp chimneys ................8 and 4c
House brooms ....................... 15c
Pint cups ..........................2c
Wash Boards ........................ 19c
Clothes lines ................... 5 and 10c
Sprinklers ...............10, 15.and20c
Dripping pans ............... 10 and 15c
Frying pans ...................... t.10c
Crumb pan and brush ................ 25c
Shoe brushes ......... .......... 10 to 25c
Fine box paper ................ 10 to 20c
2,500 tooth picks ..................... 5c
Majolica pitchers ............. 10 and 15c
Majolica cuspadores ................. 39c
Pint pans....' ........................ 4c
Quart pans ........................... 5c
Two quart pans, ...................... 6c
1 pint lea pot ........................ i0c
1 quart do ......................... 15c
Tubular lanterns ....... ............ 79c
Large clothes bars ................... 45c
Colanders ........................... 15c
Wood bound selves ................... 8c
...............15c
Hair bruthes .............. . .10 and 19c
Breakfast plates ................. 5c each
Jewel loot wipes .................... 25c
Silver plated knives per set .......... .98c 3 doz clothes pins .................... 5c
Silver plated forks and table spoons per Granite tea or coffee pot .............. 98c
Wire plates, ........................ i0c
set.... .......................... 79c
Hanging lamps .............. .. ,..$2.98
Plated tea spoons .................... 49c Other lamps .................... 25 to 98c

do

Envelopes,per

all could

lOtli-

.

.

measure their years

neighboring News.

In this

way, but how

many measure them by long

PREPARED PAINTS.

the list watches, and almost fatal coughing spells,
of disastersfor the coming season in this which could have been cured by a bottle
district. Bhe left Muskegon about 5
of Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup taken in seao'clock last Saturday morning for Chicason.
go with a cargo of lumber and lath, about
150,000 in all, and when some distance
Gout, a painful disease affecting prin
out It was discovered by the crew that the

Tub scow Annie Tomino heads

vessel was making water rapidly and the
men were sent to the pumps, but without
any avail. Her captain thought he could
make Holland, bnt her hull filled rapidly,
and the sea running very high from northwest at the time, he was compelled to put
her about and head for Grand Haven.
When within about five miles she was
completelywater logged and rolled over.
A signal of distress was seen by the lifesaving crew and men on the tug Artie of
Grand Haven at about 10 a. m., and both
started at once for her rescue, both arriving about the same time. The life saving
crew took off the crew, six in number, who
were clinging to the rigging, while the
tug Arctic attemptedto tow the wreck in
to port, but failed owing to the heavy sea.
The vessel and cargo are a total loss.

1

Last SaturdayEmerson Chamberlain of
Hopkins tdwnship, while crazy took an
eight months’ old child with him to the
fields drowning it and then attempting to
cut his own throat. His wife knew he
took the child and becoming alarmed at
his absence instituteda search and Cham
berliin’abrother found him with the child
lying in his arms. He was delirious and
had made an ugly wound in his throat
with a dull jackknife. He has been subject to fits of temporary insanity, but was
thought to have recovered. He will re
cover from the wound, but is a raving
maniac.

1

clpally the fibrous tissues about the smal-

to the parts affected,as podassa,

when

in

tbe feet; chivassa, when in the hands, &c.
but whether the et.eck

ia

first felt

1

HEROLD, Ten

E.

various names, according

ler joints, has

: I

1

Id the

do —

Pieced

__

night

do

do

.

or some other part, rub
Oil at once. It annihilates

eel, the hands,

with Salvation

pain. Price

BOOTS & SHOES

25 cents a bottle.

”My physician said I could not live.
My liver out of order, frequentlyvomited
greenish mucous, skin yellow, small dry

humors ou

GROVER HAND SEWED

stomach would not retain food. Burdock Blood Bitters cured
me.” Mrs. Adelaide O’Brein, 372 Exchange

face,

St., Buffalo, N.

SHOISS.

Y.

Publlc speakers cannot say enough

praise of Dr. X. Stone’s BronchialWafers,

Best

Having just secured the services of
competent and capable shoemaker, es-

In
j

peci&l attention will be paid to

so pleasant and efficient are they. 25c.

CUSTOM WORK.

Ayer’s Ague Cure stimulates the action
of the liver, cleanses the

poison,

ud

blood

do

.

do

And thousands of

othes items all from the recent bankrupt auctions in

New York.

of malarial

rouses Ihe system to renewed

vigor. Warranted to

do

Tin

.

cure Fever

I

RepaMng promptly and

and

neatly

Mammoth 5 and 10-Cent

done

Ague.

Counters.

CALL AND SEE US.

Thb annual election of officers of Co.
F. second regiment, ;M. 8. T., of Grand
Money Refunded.
Haven, last Monday night, resultedas folThe true remedy has at last been discovlows: H. F. Harbeck, captain; F. A.
Mansfield, first lieutenant;Dwight Cutler ered. It was long known in his practice
as Dr. Pete’s Lung Food lor Consumption.
jr.. second lieutenant;C. K. Eeler, secre
U is now called Dr. Pete’s 35*cent Cough
tary; F. A. HuUy, treasurer— all re-elec
ted. The company is in excellent con* Cure, It is the safest, the surest, and the
best. No other Cough, Cold, and Conditlon.
sumption remedy is half its equal.
warrant it and will promptly refund tbe
Ckwoh Items with the Services for money paid for it if a beneficialeffect is
To-morrow.
not experiencedby tbe time two-thirds o
First Reformed Church, services
the contents of the bottle is used. Soli
38
9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sunday Bchoo by H.

NO.

46,

Gall at once before the best Goods are Sold.

EIGHTH STREET.
HEROLD.

E.
Holland, Mich.,

Sept.

4,

SIGN

1885.

ROUND OAK STOVES!

of the

RED FLAG.

s-fljyBomxr

da

oo.

We

DO NOT BUY ANY STOVE

Walsh.

8:80. Weekly prayer meeting with the

A Simple Cure

Third Reformed Church, on Thursday,

THIS SEASON,

for Dyspepsia,

Probably never In the history of Propr!
etary Medicines has any article met sucthe pulpit.
cess equal to that which has been show
Hope Reformed Church— Services at ered upon Golden Seal Bitters. Why,
such haa been the success of this discov10:80 a. m,, and 7:80 p. m. Sunday school
ery, that nearly every family in whole
at 12 m. Rev. Thomas Walker Jones, neighborhoodshave been taking it at the
Pastor. Subjects: Morning, “The voice same time. Golden Seal Bitters combines
of consience.” Evening, “The inhabi- the best remedies of the vegetablekingdom, and in such proportions as to derive
tants of the Heavenly city.” Congregatheir greatest medicinal effect, with the
tional singing. Opening Anthems by the east disturbance to tbe whole system. In
choir. Weekly praise and prayer meeting fact this preparationis so well balanced
at 7:30. Rev. N. M. Steffens will occupy

Thursday at

7:80 p.

m.

Third Reformed

All are welcome.

Church—

Broek, Pastor. Services at 9

2

p.

m.

:30

Rev.
a. m.,

Sunday School at 3:45

D.

and

p. m.

Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at

7:80.

Subjects: Morning, "The nature and
necessity of regeneration.” Afternoon,
"Remember thy Creator In the days of

Before you

We

a its actionlupon the alimentary canal,
the Liver, tbe Kldnevs, the Stomach, the
lowels, and the circulation of the Biood,
that it brings about a healthy action of
the entire human organism that can hardy be credited by those who have not seen
he remarkable resultsthat have followed
ta use. Sold by Heber
33-4

have Enquired our

Prices.

are Dffering Specail Inducements

In order to

•

•

•

double last year’s sales, we have marked prices

down nearly

Walsh.

10 per cent.

gtdt’rrtiSMMts.

thy youth.”
First Church,
Services at 9:30

dv

a.

The Best in the

school at 8:45. SubjecU: Morning,

Evening,”The

firey furnace

burning close

Never have we had so nice a variety.

ATTENTION

Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
m., and 2 p. m. Sun-

Farmers and

Methodist Episcopal Church-Rev. H. D.

Jordan, Pastor. Services

at

10:30 a. m.,

A. B.

Woodsmen.

vices at 9:30 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p. m.

-

We will buy all tbe Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year

round, viz:
< >ak Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7 :30. White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
1m Slave Bolts, 83 inches long,
In the October Century, the space comlack Ash Stave Bolts, 88 inches long,
monly taken up with the war series has
lack Ash Heading Bolts 38 inches long
been devoted to articles and illustrations asswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
relating in a timely and important way to
For making contracts or further inthe life and services of Genersl Grant. formation apply lo Filter’s Stave Factory.
General Horace Porter, who was near to
ED. VER 8CHURE, Bupt.

General Grant both in military and

or to G.

civil

Van Putten &

told by one or tbe other in their inter-

General

Grant, relatingchiefly to his Western career; and General Adam

DESIGNS

In

-

THE “105" GOLD COIN,
handsome square coal stove, with round

a very

fire pot.

Eighth Street.

THE ROUND OAK
-Is

the

THE

“85,

most Durable and Beautiful Boiler Iron Stoves.

are the

t,

”“86,” and “87,” GOLD COIN

Sons’ store.

“FACTS TO BE REMEMBERED.'’

course. General James H. Wilson gives

of

HEW

paper

on Lincoln and Grant, includingitoriea

entertainingreminiscences

SOME ENTIRELY

BOSMAN,
jlealer

i,

and 7:80 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.

life, contributes a forcible anecdotal

!

Can be porchwed of

by the festival songs of the world.”

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser-

World

to be procured in the market,and I sell
them at

NIMRODPLUfl Bottom

The

Figures!

“HOME JEWEL,”
Cook Stove, sells at

sight.

Badeau w$ies,

with entire knowledge and

mJS

TOBACCO.

days of General
neral Gf^nt.
Gqm
Is tbe BEST OBBVV, the ORB ATS BT SELLER,
Tbe latter paper is illustrated with two nd
more osed than sot other Flag in the Bute.
moat intereating portraits, from old da- It is si wars in good order; NEVER TOO BARD,
AND NEVER (SWELLS; GIVES GOOD BAFdetail of the last

guerreotypesof General Grant as lieuten- IHPAtTION,end not s box of It Is ever returned.
NIMROD Is THE CHOICE OF THE CHEWER;
ant and captain. Two other portraitsare
never sucks on tbe dealer’s bends. This cannot
be said of anjr other brand of Tobacco. For sale
by all Jobbers and retailers.

•fter photographswhich were taken daring his last campaign. There ere, besides,

of his birth-placeend of bis
usrters at City Point,

In Memor-

S. W. VENABLE
1

&i-ij

Second-Hand Stoves
Bought and Sold.

*
•

Call and

^

(food Bargains!

l CP.

PETERSBURG.VA.

get

A. B.
Holland, Mich., Sept.

7,

186ft.

BOSMAN.

R.

RANTERS &

Holland, Mich., Sept

25, 1885.

SONS,
-J

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

^

fnnd.aald snm being money ^ald from general fond
ted. all

voting

yea.

|

IMPORTANT

**

By Aid. De Roo—
IV. H. Rogers, Editor and Publisher.
Bmlvsd, That Leendert T. Kantera Is hereby
!
appointed alderman of the Fourth Ward to Oil
Terms of •ubecrlptioii.
vacancy caused by removal of David L. Boyd$1.50 per year if paid in advance;$1.75 if Adopted.
The Michigan Conservatoryof Muiic lopaid at three months, and $2.00 if
By Aid- Rose—
cated at Grand Rapids, offers all the adpaid at six months.
Btsoited, That the extensionover the sidewalk
and into ttiver
ana
Rlyer street
Street on the bnlldlng
building lately ;erec
erec- vantages of a first-class music school. Inted by Jacob Flleman on lot No. 6, Block 27 in th
As
Rate* of advertising made known on application. city of Holland is by the common conncil declared struction io all branches under a compeYearly advertisers nave the privilege of three to be un encroachment, and obstauctlou to and in
tent Board of teachers. Fall term begins
changea.
River Street,end further
* Bneineas Garda in City Directory, not over three
BmAved. That the City Marshal be Instructed Sept 10th. Send for circular and cats
Unei, $2 per annum.
Notices of Blrthfl.Marrlagea,
and Deaths pub- to serve or cause to be served a written notice on logue.
*
I. TURTLE, Director.
Jacob Fllemandirecting him to remove said oblished without charge for enbscrtben.
struction
and
encroachment
on
his
building
on
lot
Grand
Rapids,
29 3ms.
OT’AH advertising*bills collectableauarterl
No. 6. Block 97, on Kiver street within thirty days
from the date of said notice,and farther
Serious Results,
AsofMd.;That tlsald obstruction or encroachTHIS
ment Is not removed within the time specified Id
One or two dotes of Dr. Schouten's Comsaid notice,then tbe City Marshal ahall cause the
same to be removed forthwith and certifythe ex- pound Syrup of Rhubarb checks in most
pense of snch removal to tbe Common Council, cases, diarhoea and the serious results ot
andjfnrther
[omcuL.]
summer complaints.Why run risks, when
ResoJeecf, Tbat all laid expensebe collected
l b
by one bottle of this famous remedy furCommon Oonnoll.
special aaaeaamentnpon the premises on whlcn
the building on which the encroachment
enc
andob- nishes relief? Sold by all dealers aod can
Holland. Mich., October6, 1885.
be obtained of Dr. R. A. Schouten,Cor.
•traction la located la situated,
The Common Council met in regular aeaaion
ofWeuham ayenae and Division street,
Connell adjourned.
and was called to order by the Mayor.
Grand Rapids, Mlcb. Price, 35 cents a
GEO. H. 8IPP, Cifv UUrk.
Members present; Mayor Kantera, Aldermen
bottle or three bottles for
27 tf
Rose, Ter Vree, Borgess, Bangs, De Boo, Bertsch
Board of Education.
and the Clerk.
FOR DYSPEPSIA and Liver complaint,you
Minutesof the last two meetings were read and
have a printedguaranteeon every bottle of ShiHolland, Mich., Oct. 5, 1885.
approved.
loh's Vltallaer. It never fails to ccare. For stle
PETITION B AND ACCOUNTS.
Regular meeting. Members all present.
by Yates A Kane.
T. Eeppel petitioned the Connell to grant him
Minnies of Sept. 7 and 18 read and approved.
A NASAL INJECTOR free with each bottle of
permission to place a Scale on the North Side of
Upon motion of Ins. McBride the following Shiloh’s Catarrh Remedy. Price 10 cents. For
Eighth street near the sidewalk oppositebis new
claims were allowed: R. E. Werkman,
for sign________
...
sale
by Yates A Kane.
building.—
lug Granted subjectto the provisions of posts, $3.00; Yates A Kane for gooda, 118.43; D.
the ordinance governingthe same.
Weymar for painting, $9.00; Joseph Fixter
100
ter
Golden Seal Bitters is meeting with
Mr. B. J. De Vries petitioned as follows:
bundles clippings, $2.50; G. W. Karsen kalsomining,
$7.50.
grand success wherever used. It is an arGnntlimnn;—As it is my intentionto build a
dwelling In connectionwith my office, on lot i,
Committee on Bnildings and Repairs reported ticle of great merit. Every family should
block 86. and as a fire ordinance was passed last that they deemed it necessarythat gates be pat have it in the house. It is the coming
spring, I ask for a few points of information as reap at the entrances to the school yard so that ac33-4
gards tho spirit of the ordinance and at the same cess to the premises can be preventedafter school family
time petition the Council for the erection of a hoars.— Report adopted.
brick veneered building 25 feet from the streetand
The special committee, to whom had been re21 feet from \ijoiuingbnildings.— Petition not
ferred the
lerreu
me msuer
matter inai
that mr.
Mr. Trowbridge would not
granted.
allow hie childrento attend the pnolic schools,
We have just received a large new stock
Mr. Henry Kremers,in behalf of the building reported that Mr. Trowbridge absolutely refused
of
Boots and Shoes and Slippers for
committee of Third Reformed Church,of Hollan
to send his children, and that they respectfullyrepetitioned the Council for permissionto deoorit ferred said ma'ter back to the board for action. spring and summer trade. The atock is
building material on the corner of Ninth and Mar- Upon motion of Ins. Beach the report was adop- complete and embraces the latest styles of
ket streets, opposite the premises where they in- ted.
Ladies’ and Gents’ ftboes, which are sold
tend to erect their new church bnlldlng.— Granted
Moved by Mayor Kantera that Ins. McBride be
at reasonable prices. We sell
subject to the ordinance governing in the case
requested to give a written opinion as to the law
and to display a red light where necessary.
on this question, at the next meeting.—Carried.
Fargo’s Boots and Fine Ladies Shoes.
The following bills were presented for payment:
Moved by Ins. De Roo that the matter of the
L. 8PRIET8MA & SON,
A. Finch, watching fire at Harrington'sdock, communication of D. Sluiter bo referredto visiting
Holland, March 19,
7-ly
$1.60; W.McMartin. 6 hose wrenches, for Hose
committee No, 1, to report at the next meeting.—
Company No. 2, $1.50; J. Da Feyter, watching
Union school, $4.00; J. Beukema, filing saw three
THE RBV. GRO. H. THAYER, of Bourbon,
Adjourned.
times for street commissioner,75c; J. Plulm, 2#
Ind., says: “Both mvself and wife owe our live#
dav's labor, $8.12; H. Vlsser,fire departmentsupC. J. DE ROO, Secretary.
to SHILOH’SCONSUMPTION CURE’’ For sale
plies, $7.90; Peninsular Gas Light Co., two street
by Yates A Kane.
lanterns, and 24 lamp burners, $87.00: Geo. H.
An Enterprising, BelUble House.
bipp, salary as e'erk,$33.38 ; Ed. Vaupcll, salary
ARE YOU MADE miserableby Indigestion,
as marshal. J88.88; C. Ver Schnre, salary as
Heber Walah can always be relied upon, Constipation, Dizziness, Loss of Appetite. Ye!low
treasurer,$21.91; Telephone Compruy, telephone
SklnT Shiloh's Vltallzeris a positive cure. For
at Council rooms, $10,00; J. A. Ter Vree, teaming,
not only to carry in stock the best of Sale by Yates A Kane.
$13.75 —Allowed and warrants ordered issued on
the city treasurer for the amounts.
everything, but to secure tbe Agency for
COHMUMICATIONB FBOM C1TT OfTICEBS.
such articles as have well-known merit,
By the Committee on Streets and Bridges.
and are popular with the people, thereby
Gintlihsn:—Your committee to whom was
referred the Message of the Mayor in regard to sustaining the reputation of being always
Chicago and Wect Michigan Railway.
Black River highway Bridge would report that
the bridge has been strenehtened,and in the enterprising, and ever reliable. Having
Taking Effect Sunday, June 21, 1885.
opinion of your committee there is no
I
danger at secured tbe Agency for tbe celebrated Dr.
the present time. In regard to the highway leading to the bridge it is the opinionof yonr commit- King’s New Discovery for Conaamption,
FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.
tee that this onght to be attended to at once, the
will
sell it on a positive guarantee. It
Ni't
amount of gravel will be from 150 to 900 yards,
TOWNS.
Mail Bxp. Exp. Mix. Mix'd
the cost per yard will be about 75 or 80 cents. will surely cure any and every affection
Yonrcom. would further state that the bridge at
a.m. p.m. ptm. a. ra p. m.
Tannery Creek is in bad condition and we would of Throat, Lungs, and Chest, and to show
recommend that a new one be placed there.— our confidence, we invite you to call and Holland .............10 25 1 40 11 35 5 00 2 15
Grand
JuncUon
..... 11 37 230 12 37 8 27
4 35
Instructed to carry
n lopted and the committee
.....
Bangor ...............
11 55 244 12 52 9 20
5 15
out their recommendations.
get a Trial Bottle Free.
Benton Harbor ...... 1 3(1 3 36 t 45 12 00 7 00
The Committee on Poor reported presenting the
New Buffalo .......... 2 50 4 30 2 45 2 35 9 10
semi-monthly report of the Director of the Poor
ft
My son, if thine throat is sore or thou Chicago ............. 7 10 7 10 6 00
and said committee, recommending$96 for the
p.m. p.m. a.m. p.m. p. m.
support of the poor for the two weeks ending art afflicted with a cough, use Dr. X.
October 21st, 1885 — Adopted and warrants ordered
FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.
issued on the City Treasurer tor the several Stone’s Bronchial Wafers. 25c.
a. m. p.m. ptm. a. m.
amounts.
Chicago ...... ....... 9 00 8 30 9 30
COMMUNICATIONS FBOM CITY OFFICKBS.
Stop coughing I There ia no excuse for New Buffalo ........ 11 85 5 40 12 10 7 25
The City Marshal reported having collected $11 it when you can get a box of Dr. X. Benton Harbor ....... 12 42 6 28 1 45 10 15
Bangor ...............207 7 15 2 55 1 3ft
for the tapping of water mains and $11.05 sidewalk moneys and receiptsof the City Treasurer Stone’s BronchialWafers for 25 cents. By Grand Junction ...... 2 30 7 29 3 17 3 00
Holland .........
tor the same.— Filed.
8 30 8 30 1 40 5 20
all druggists.
p m. p.m. a. m. p. m.
The City Treasurerreported for the month of
September. -Filed.
FROM HOLLAND TO GRAND RAPIDS
The Street Commissioner reportod for the
After a sea diet, to prevent boils and
Mali. Exp Exp. Exp. Exp.
month of September.—Filed.
The Chief Engineer of the Fire Department re- eruptions, and assist acclimation, use
p. m. p.m. am. a. m. p. m.
ported, that according to Instructions he had
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.
Holland ..............3 30 8 30 14 45 10 Ift 5 35
caused a hydrant to be plaoed for the use of ProZeeland.’............ 8 40
4 56 10 25 5 45
tection Hose Co. as petitioned for, that the job
Grand Rapid# ........ 4 25 9 15 5 45 11 15 6 30
was let to Van Laudegend & Kerkhof they ‘being
eii
If your throat is all gummed up with
the lowest bidders, and recommendedthe payFROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.
ment of their bill the amount being $18 50; also phlegm, use Dr. X. Stone's Bronchial
a. m. p.m.
r sported the purchase of 93 firemen's caps at $1.25,
Wafers. They are worthy of a trial. 25 Grand Rapids
915 1 00 iO 40 4 15
amonntlng to $85, and presented bill for which
Zeeland
..............
10 02
11 23 5 10
payment was asked.— Approved
and warrants cents. Druggists.
tpprt
Holland.
10 15
11 38 5 35
ordered
)rd(
Issued on the City Treasurer for the
moneys.
FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON.
Dog Days are Here.
The City Physicianreported having treated six
a m. p.m. a. m. p.m.
m.
cates in th s mouth of August and six cases in the
And with them the much dreaded dis- Holland ..............10 20 3 30 t5 30 5 85 p.830
month of September.—Filed,
eases with children, to- wit summer com- Grand Haven ....... 11 05 4 10 6 30 fi 30 9 12
The following bills having been approved by
Fernrsburg ..........11 13 4 15 6 40 6 35 9 17
the Board of Water Commissionerswere certified plainlH. Any parenl desirous of properly Muskegon ..........11 55 4 50 7 20
7 10 9 56
protecting
his
children
against
this
disto the Common Council for payment:
FROM
MUSKEGON
TO
HOLLAND.
A. L. Holmes 188 lbs. soft lead 4c and exchange, ease should not neglect to buy a bottle ot
$7.67; B. Locyengoed, labor, $1.00; Telephone, Dr. Schouten’s Compound Syrup of Rhup. ID. a.m. p.m. a.m. p.tm.
|10.00;
0.00; P.
r. Winter, salary as engineer,
engineer,$83.34; n.
R.
Mnskegon ........... 1 20 11 55 6 50 8 15 9 8ft
Weik nan. 171 6-32 c'd* slabs, $1.60,less $82.15, barb. It saves doctor’s bills and the life Ferrysburg .......... 2 00 19 28 7 25 8 50 10 lO
of
your
27-tf
, $19i,75; C. & W. M. R'y Co. freight on 9 cars
Grand Haven ........ 2 10 19 83 7 301 9 00 10 25
slabs, $8215; A. Huntley, upping mains, superHolland ..............3 05 1 20 8 15 :o oo 11 15
entendingextension to railroad tank, etc., $22.25;
p.m.
Bucklen'sArnica Salve.
Van Laudegend & Kerkhof,material and labor,

Mots

To

tlM

OWEN

Me

of

—dealer

For the Fall Trade,

BRUSSE
MONUMENTS
BRO’S
.

have received a stock of

Cloths and Trimmings,
which, althonghnot the

largest, la

without donbt

All kinds of Building

the finest and best selectedHue of goods
ever shown in this city.

made

the latest weaves and colors are kept In stock,
together with a choice assortmentof

All

Work Warranted to
give Satisfaction.

Fancy and Fashionable

_

BOOTS AND SHOES.

whlca

pm

child.

$20.28.— Allowed and

warranU ordered issued on

the city treasurerfor the several amounts.

The

city

attorney reported the following:

The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It ia
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
Pot sale by H. Walsh, Holland,and
De Kruif, Zeeland, Mich.

Holland, Mich., Oct. 6, 1885.
In c imp iance with the resolution
passed by your honorable body, directingthe city
attorney to file with the clerk, a written opinion
as to the authorityol the Council to stop encroachmentsand obstructions to and on the public streets by abntting owners and occupants on
said street, and by other persons,1 herewith respectfully submit the following: The Council,by
the sUtnte making the charter of the city, has
control of all the public highways, bridges, sidewalks, Ac , in the city, see Title 27, of the charter,
To all who are sufferiog from the errors
and
auu by
UJ DVWbivsu
section 12, VI
of QS»SU
said title,
Vtwu. yvwva
power aw
ia wivgasaw
delegated
to the Council to prohibit and prevent obstruct- and indiscretionsof youth, nervous weak
ions and Incumbrances in, and encroachmenu ness, early decay, loss of manhood, &c., 1
upon the public highwaya, atreets, and alleja of will send a recipe that will cure you,
tbe city, and pnnian persons who ahall obstruct,

Gentlemen

:

-

A

/'

A Card*

encumber,encroach,or maintain any encroachment upon streeta, Ac. If the Council desires to
pnnish persons who are obstructing or encroaching upon the publld aueeta or sidewalks,by fine,
it urn be done by no way under the charter of tba
city, except by ordinance;but should the Council
wish to remove such obstructions or encroachmejts. it can be done by resolntlon directing
that notice be aervsd upon tbe person so obstructing or encroaching,Ac., on the streeta or
sidewalks, to remove the same, and if aneb person
refuses or neglects to comply with inch order of
the Council, then snch obstructions, Ac may be
removed by tbe Connell at tbe expenseof tbe person so obstructing or encroaching,and the expense can be assessed to tbe owner or owners or
the person obstructingor encroachingon tbe
streetsor sidewalksana collected by special assessmeutas provided by tbe charter of the city.
There ia a penalty fixed by Section 12, of Ordinance No. 43, of the city, for refusing to comply
with the written order of the Coancfi te remove
obstructions or encumbrances to or npon the public highways, Ac., of the city. but my opinion la
tuai It ia In almost every c&se better to proceed
Under the general powers granted by tbe charter
than by ordlnancJ to collect e penalty created

FREE OF CHARGE.

This great

From Holland to allegan.
p.m

a.

Holland ............ 8 30
Fillmore ........... 8 45
......... 3 15
Allegan ........... 4 30

10
10
10

u
15
80

40

11 15

FROM ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND.
a.

m.|p.m.

Allegan ............. 9 10 4
Hamilton ..... ..... 9 42 5
Fillmore ..... ........ 9 50 5
Holland ....... ...... 10 15| 5

30 r;?.
02 12 14
10 12 80
35 1 00

t Daily, ft Daily except Saturday. All other
trainsdally except Snndaj.
Tickets to all points In the United States and

J. H.

CARPENTER,Gen. Pass. Agt.

CHURCHILL.

Q.

Station Agent.

remedy

was discovered by a missionaryin South
America. Send a self-addressed envelope
to the Rkv. Joseph T. Inman, Station D,
New York
26-ly

City.

Michigan and Ohio Railroad.
Taking effect Jan.

ooms

win.

Paaa. Mix’dj Faaa.

IMPORTANT.

18,

1885.

CutrslTias

GOING EAST.

TOWH8

Pass. Paaa. Mix.

p. m.
a. m.
5 45 L Toledo A 11 10
6 44) . Dundee.. 10 10
^04 ..Brlt*on .. 9 4ft
7 09 • Rldxeway. 9 42
7 1« .Tacomseh. 9 82
71* ...Tipton... 9 17
7 45
. .Oneted
905
809 ..Addison.. 843
8 25 ..Jerome.. 8 28
882 ..Moscow.. 8 20

p. m.
10 10
5 1U
11 02
4 15
11 24
8 52
11
29
tral Depot.
3 47
11
39
3 37
Elegant rooms fitted np at a cost of one million
11
55
3 22
dollars,reduced to one dollar and upwards per day
3 08
on European plan. Restaurantsupplied with the 12 08
2 45
beet. Horse car, stages,and elevated railroad to 12 30
2 28
all depots. Families can live better for less 12 48
2 21
money at the Grand Union hotel than at any other 12 55
1 08
842 ..Hanoveh. 809 2 10
first-class hotel in the
15-ly "
1 17 a. m. 8 5-3 .. Pnlukl. 7 57 1 59 p.m
1 38
« 10 9 15 ...Homsr .. 7 88 1 38 800
2 05 6 37 9 44 ..Marr ball. 7 06
1 14 7 38
2 17 6 49 9 57 ...Cereaco. 6 49
7 21
1 09
236 7 07 10 15 .BattleCr’k 6 80 12 44 7 0-1
253 7 27
..Angnrta..
12 27 6 43
304 7 35
11 20 635
..Yorkville.
&
Bangs
have
a
full
stock
of
thereby.
3 10 7 42
429
’.2 15
..Richland
All of which is respectfullysubmitted, <
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, paint aod white- 3 45 8 24
.MontUth
11 43 556
P. H. McBride,
...Fisk....
11 35 5 i7
wash brushes, which they are selling at 8 53 8
City Attorney.
3 59
8 39
..Kellogg..
11 30
5 37
low figures for cash.
4 10 8 50
11 20 5 25
The clerk reported the eeveral contracts for hose
A Allegan L
p. m. p. m.
a. tn. a.m.
on file in the clerk's ou.ee.— Approved.
a lasting and fragrant perTbe clerk presented e commnnicetiou from Mr. fume. Price 25 aod 50 cent#. For sale by Yatea
Train
L. T, Kantera, notifying tbe Oonncil or his re- A Kane.At Toledo, with all railroadsdiverging. At Dnnmoval from the the thra ward, and according io
dse, with T- A. A. A O. T. At Britton, with Wabtbe city charter having therebyvacated the office
SHILOH'S CURE . will immediately relieve fish, St. Lonia A Pacific.At Teenmaab, with Lake
of alderman for said ward.— Notice accepted and
Croup. Whooping cough and Bronchitis.For sale Shore A Mich, j&omhsrn At Jarome. with L. 8.
office declared vacant.
b) \ ales Ivau c.
AM.
At Hanover, with L. S. A M. 8. At
By Ald.De Boo—
Homer with L. 8. A M . 8. (Lansing Division) and
Bitotved,That the anm of three hundred! dollaia
WILL
cough when Shiloh's Cure Air Line Division of the Mlcb. Central. At Marhe transferred horn the general fund to the water will give immediate relief Price 10 cts. 50 eta. shal, with M.O. R.R. At Battle Creek, with Chicago A Grand Trank and M. C. R. R. At Monand$l. For sale by Yatea A Kane.
a. ra.

When yon visit or leave New York City, save
Bamne, Expresaage, and Carriage hire and stop
attbe Grand Union Hotel, opposite Grand Cen-

.

city.

.

.

special Entices.

Kremers

the

H. B. BEST,

'

will

always be found to bef

.

M

HACKMBT4CK"

8

WHY

VoU

By Aid. De
Efc Boo—
Aedfescf, That th# anm of six hundred and
SHILOH'S CATARRH REMEDY— a positive
seventy-one dollars and seventy-two cents be cure for Catarrh, jDynheria and Canker* Mouth.
iranaferred from the Water Fandtotbe General

m

Trains

II

dally

except Sunday.
B. McHUGH.
General PassengerAgent.

•A.

D.

B.

30-ly

LANDAAL

DRUG STORE!
OUST 1 LAHOAAl, frophtion.

We
Anyone In need

M.

1686.

EAST END

FIRST-CLASS.

have

now on band

a

full

and

first*

class line of
of a fine

salt for

DRUGS,

mil

BUSHESS 01

PATENT

PURPOSES,

BRUSSE
Holland, Mlcb., September 4,

BROK..

1885,

31-4

h/TBDIOINES

PERFUMERIES,

will do well to examine our stock before going out
of town to buy the same goods at fancy prices.

TOILET ARTICLES,
OIGAR8,
and everythingpertaining to a well-kept
drug store.
Prescriptionsaccurately compounded
competent prescriptlonisi,at an?
time during the day or night, pome and

by a

Fall Opening

!

'N

see us.

BEST & LANDAAL,
Holland, Mlcb., August

Men

6. Van

Wohave Just received s

full

A

Sons.

1885. 30-ly

HAVING BBBN LICENSED TO DO

PLUMBING

DRY GOODS.
DRESS GOODS,
FLANNELS.

in

REPELLENTS,

UNDERWEAR,

connection with the Holland City Water Works,
ws are ready to make

ESTIMATES

HOSIERY,
JERSEYS,

YARNS,
and

28,

line and a complete

stock of

for

patting In

a fnll atock of

IDOIMilESTICS. WA1ER PIPES
We

have a new stock of HATS,

and a

full

line of

for #11

FUR CAPS.
We

partiesdesiring the same.

Will

fit

np residences for

also keep at all times a complete line of

FRESH GROCERIES.

Hot and Gold Water!
and put In

G.

BATH TUBS, WASH STANDS,

Etc.

VAN PUTTEN & SONS,

Holland, Sept. 4,

1885.

All

kinds of

Cisterns and Drive Wells

KING’S EVIL

put In and repaired.

Wa* the name formerly given to Scrofula
because of a superstition thut it could be
cured by a king's touch. The world la
wiser now, and knows that

Give ns a call.
VAN LANDEUfiND A KERKHOF,
Holland. Mich.. June

SCROFULA

19,

1885.

can only be cured by a thorough purlJc*
tion of the blood. If this is neglocted,
the diseaseperpetuates Its taint through
generation after generation.Among Tts
earlier symptomatic development* are

Eczema, Cutaneous Eruptions, Tumors, Boll*, Carbuncles, Bryalpelaa,
Purulent Ulcer*, Nervous and Physical Collapse,etc. If allowed to con*
tlnue. Rheumatism, Scrofulous Catarrh, Kidney and Liver Diseases,
Tubercular Consumption, and various other dangerous or fatal maladies,are

producedIbylt.
by

.

Ayer 's Sarsaparilla
Is the only poxoerfuland always reliable
blood-purifyingmedicine. It 1*isoeffect*
i
uai an alterative that It eradicatesfrom
tbe system HereditaryScrofula, and
* (to*
*
the
kindred poison*
of contagiousdiseases
and mercury. At the same time ft enriches and vitalizes the blood, restoring
healthfulaction to tbe vital or
) reans and
rejuvenatingthe entire system. This groat

‘

Regenerative Medicine
Is composed of the genuine Honduras
Sarsaparilla, with fellow Dock, StUlingia, the Iodides of Potassium and
Iron, and other 1 ngredlents of great potency. careful!ly und
and scientifically eompounded. Ita formula Is generally'known
to tbe medical profession,and the best
physicians constantly prescribe A YU’S

BP.

o

ams a

sc

_

_

pa&illa as an

Absolute Cure
For

all

disease.?caused by the vitiation of

.

•

Holland, Mlcb., Ang. 95,

compare with anything to be found In

raianmiMING

Canada.
F.

will

tbe large cities, while

.......

....

MERELL,

R. N.Dl

Pants Patterns

1885.

gail

Work!

of all kinds neatly executed.

WORSTEDS,
in

Work

to order.

aod Diagonal Cemetery

Cortes

$1.00.

medicine.

in—

GRANITE AND MARBLE

Mlcb.

PAPER
i23S£S^J!Sfeik11SW®

LOeMERELL,

$rir $Hlwti«mfl>t!S.

tbe

blood. It

Is

concentrated to the high-

c?t practicable degree, far beyond any
other preparation for which Hke effects
arc claimed,and h therefore tbe cheapest,
as well as the best blood purifying ntffl*
cine, to tho world.

*

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
PREP ABED

Dr. J. C. Ayer

At Co.,

BY
Lowell, Moms.

[Analytical Chemists.]
Bold by all Druggists: Price $1;
Six bottles for $5.

8T.

LOUIS

mannfhctures the

largest quantityof White Lead of
any city in the WORLD; and its
genuine brands;

Collier Company,"
^Southern Company"
“St Louis L. A O. Co., Red Seal,"
are always perfectly pure, and
known and used everywhere.
Consumers of White Lead should
insist

upon having the above

SKM#1

lenuine Grands. Dealers can
fectorj

bets in Chicago or

jggu&8

-*•

.V;

SEPARATION*
wm

grown between the two—
A strong, thick wall, though all unseen :
Vono know when the first stones were laid.
Nor bow the wall was build, I ween.
A wall

And

bo their lives

w

re

wide apart,

Although they shared one board, one bed;
careless eye saw nauaht amiss, *
|4Yet each was to the other dead.

A

He. much absorbedin work and gain,
Grew soon unmindful of his loss ;
A hard indifferenceworse than hate
Changed love'spore gold to worthless dross.

Ahe

suffered tortures all untold

;

Too prond to mourn, too strong

:

to die

;

"Firm united lot ur be.
llallyingaround our liberty:
As a bond of brothers joined,
Peace and safety we shall find.”

Yt»e wall pressed heavily on her heart;
Her white face showed her misery.

Each walls ore growing day by day
TVixt man midwife, ‘twixt friend and friendWould they could know, who lightly build.
How sad and bitter is the ond.

A

careless word, an unkind thought,
A slight neglect, a taunting tone—
foeh things as thone, before we know,
Have laid the wall's foundationstono.

AS USUAL.
Now

lovers fond in leafy lanes
Together walk :
pains.
While Philliscoy to listen deigns,
And suffershim
To talk.

And Corydon exerts his

Though poor, the youth protests ho lores
Her as his life.
They'll live, he swears, like turtle doves,
Ho begs her, squeezing tight her gloves,
To bo his own
Dear wife.

But Phillishas a richer beau,
In love’s wav» deft.
Next day ho comes bis fate to know,
tsko’a going to scoop him in, and so—
Poor Corry dear
Gets left.

HISTORICAL.
Origin of the national Song,
44 Hail Columbia”— How People

Troweled in 1800.

George WashingtonLibeled-HowFires Were
Put Out in the “Good Old Times"—
low Wages, Etc.
tfFrctn McMaster’snow "History of the People
of the United States."]

ORIGIN* OF “HAIL

in a few hours “Hail Colombia" was
produced. The night for the benefit
was that of Wednesday, the 25th of
April, and the Gazette announced that
the performance would comprise a
comedy called “The Italian Monk;”
comic opera of “Rosina;” “More Sack,”
an epilogue on the character of Sir
John Falstaff;and “an entire new sotag
(writ ten, by a citizen of Philadfelpbia),
to the tnue of the “President’sMarch”,
will be sung by Mr. Fox, accompanied
by the full baud and a grand chorns

COLUMBIA” (1798).

Thousanda of men who deapised
John Adama, who detested the Federmlists, who loathed the influence

Great

Britain hud in Federal nffaira, now (in
1798), turned to anpport the Government with vigor. Their hearta were
•till warm toward France. Hut they
^oold not aufler even ao old and dear
an ally to heap up insult on their native land. Such an ontbnratof patriotwm hud never before been aeen. It
began at Philadelphia, and spredd
thence aa fast ub the post-ridera could
carry the news. Right after night at
the (heater, pit, boxes, and gall cry
joined in one roightv about for the

^President's March,” for “Yankee
Boodle,” or for the stirring music of
“Stony Point.” While the airs were
being played, the wildest excitement
prevailed. The audience rose to their
feet, stood upon the seats, waved hats
.and wtiiking-sticka,sang, cheeied, and.
wrlien the piece was finished, demanded
that they should be played over and
•over aeain. Then a band of hardv Republicans in some part of the gallery
or pit would call for “Ca Ira," or the
^“Marseillaise” hymn, till their cries
were drowned amid a storm of hisses
•nd groans. Not to be ontdpne, the
Bepnblicuns thereupon bribed the
miiHioiana to play no Federal tunes.
The first (right they refused, a storm of
indignation was raised in the theater,
and they gave way. The next night
they stood firm, and were well pelted
for their pains. The Federalistswere
highly indignant The theater, said
they, more than any other place, brings
men of all classes together. The managers should therefore pay some heed
to public feeling in the selection of the
music. The present is no time to grate
the publio ear with those Gallic marder-ahouts,“Ca Ira” and the “Carmagnole.", The enthusiasticclamor with
which the “President’s March” had
been called for, and the deafening applause with which it had been greeted,
•hould have taught them thin. Is it
the purpose of a theater company to
please or to insult the public? The
action of pelting the fiddler and
•mashing the fiddle is greatly to be

condemned. The firm and

dignified

The Earth Covered with Slor Dost
Philadelphia for New York. All went shouting made known that the engine
smoothly till the coach drew near to had come. It was merely a pump
Two Russian astronomers have mode
the town of Brunswick. There one of mounted over a tank. Into the tank public the resnlt of a series of investia rival line was overtaken,and a raoe the water from the buckets was poured, gations of the fall of meteoric matter
began. At Elizabethtown, a yonng and pumped thence by the efforts of a upon the earth. Nothing conld seem
woman, well mounted, rode up behind dozen men. No such thing as auction- more absolutelyclear and free from all
the coach, and tried to pass. In an in- hose was seen in Philadelphia till 1794. haze or impurity than the intersteller
stant half the men on the stage began A year later one was made which be- space; yet the studies of these investito revile her most shamefully,raised a came the wonder of the city. The gators show that the ether of the stargreat shout, frightened her horse, and length was 160 feet The material was depths, particularly in the neighborall bnt unseated her. One, indeed, canvas, ond, to guard against decay, hood of suns, is rather to be compared
ventured to expostulate. But he was was carefully steeped in brine. The with the dusty atmosphere of a hay
quickly silenced by the question: fire buckets, it was now thought, should mow than that perleotly transparent
“What! suffer anybody to take the be larger, and a motion to that effeob medium that we are wont to picture to
road of us?” At New York three of was made in the^Common Conncil. Bnt ourselves as forming the pathway of
the passengers found lodgings in a sin- when it was known that the new light between the stars. As the earth
gle room at an inn. The custom was bnckots, if ordered, must hold ten pursues its spiral course around the
a general one, and of all customs was quarts the people protested. Ten sun, and with the sun onward thro’ the
the most offensive to foreigners. No quarts would weigh twenty pounds, nniverse, this star dust continually
such thing, it was said, was ever seen and the bucket five pounds more. This settles upon it, sifting down through
in the British Isles. There every de- was too much, for, as everybody knew, the atmosphere in surprising quanticent person not only had a bed, bnt tho lines at a fire were often made up ties. Part of it cemes from meteorio
even a room to himself, and, if he were of boys and lads not used to passing bodies, many millions of which plunge
so minded, might lock his door. In heavy weights. Eight quarts was into the atmosphere every day and. are
America, however, the traveler sat enough. Much conld also be accom- consumed with a sudden flash of light
down at the table of his landlord, slept plished by cutting the citv into fire and heat; part is probably mere dust
in the first bed he found empty, or, if wards, and giving a differentcolor to when it enters the atmosphere,for
all were taken, lay down on one beside the buckets of each ward. They these meteoric bodies undoubtedly vary
its occupant without so much as asking could then be qnickly sorted when tho in size from huge bolides larger than
leave, or caring who the sleeper might fire was put out. At New London the projectile of an eighty-ton cannon,
be. If he demanded clean sheets, he five fire wardens took charge of the en- and endowed with a hundred times its
was looked upon as an aristocrat, and gines, and all who aided in putting out velocity, to mere microscopic particles.
fires.
disobey
warden’s
charged well for the trouble be gave
There is good reason for calling this
fine of matter star dust, for it partakes of the
for the bedclothes were changed at order was to incur

Long before the curtain rose the
house was too small to hold the thousands who clamored to be let in. Those
who got in were too excited to wait
quietly for the song. At last the
comedy ended, and Mr. Fox appeared
upon the stage. Every line was loudly
applauded, the whole house joined in
the chorus, and, when the verse “Behold the chief who now commands”
was reached, the audience rose to its
feet and cheered till the building shook
to its foundations. Four times the
song was encored, was demanded again
at the close of the play. A few called
for “Cadra,” but were quickly put
down. The words of “Hail Colombia”
were printed in full in the newspapers
pound. If
good leathern nature of the stars in its oomposition,
of the following day. The Gazette stated times, and not to suit the whims
bucket
was
not
kept
hanging in and sometimes presents evidence that
of
travelers.
hoped that every lady in the city would
some convenient place in the house, it has actually been subjected to the
GEORGE WASHINGTON LIBELED.
practice the music, learn the words,
Twice had Washington been chosen and shown to the warden when he frightful heat and pressure that preand siog them at the next repetition;
then perhaps the two or three French- by the unanimous vote of the Electoral called, 6 shillings a month was exacted vails in suns. Some may have come
Amcricans who remained might feel College, and twice inauguratedwith as punishment. At New York, how- from our sun, for masses of incandethe charm of patriotismand join in the the warmest approbation of the whole ever, it was a long time before the scent matter are occasionallyshot from
people. But the times had greatly bucket gave way to the hose. There, if a its tumbling lire depths with a velocity
chorus of the song.
changed. In 1789 and 1792 every man householderwere old, or feeble, or which we know must carry them, like
TRAVELING IN 1809.
The stage-coachwas but little better was for him. In 1796, in every town rich, and not disposed to quit a warm •solar missiles, out among the planets
than a huge covered box mounted on and city of the land were men who de- bed to carry his buckets to the fire, he and far into celestialspaces, until, persprings. It had neither glass windows, nounced him as an aristocrat,as a mon- was expected at least to send them by haps, they fall upon some distant star.
nor doors, nor steps, nor closed sides. ocrat, as an Anglomaniac, and who his servant or his slave. When the A large part of the meteorio matter
The roof was upheld by eight posta never mentioned his name without rage flames hod been extinguished, the may always have belonged to the solar
which rose from the body of the vehi- in their hearts and curses on their lips. buckets were left in the street, to be system, representing the remnant of
cle, and the body was commonly breast- Yet, much as his popularity had sought out and brought home again by the original nebula which was not compounded into the sun or any of the
high. From the top were hung cur- suffered, it was still great and power- their owners.
WAGES in 1800.
planets, but condensed into clouds of
tains of leather, to be drawn up when ful, and thousands of men in the Rethe day was fine, and let down and publican party would gladly have seen
The condition of the wages class of minute particles. It is not impossible
buttoned when rainv and cold. Within him seated for a third term in tho that day may well be examined ; it is that metooric matter may have fallen
were four seats. Without w as the bag- presidentialchair. But he would not, full of instruction for social agitators. upon the earth which was shot from
gage. Fourteen pounds cf luggage and, on the 17th of September, made In the great cities unskilled workmen the gigantic volcanoes of the moon in
were allowed to be carried free by each public his farewell address.
were hired by the day, bought their the earlier ages of itrf history, when,
Had it been a second proclamation of own food, and found their own lodg- judging from present appearances, it
passenger.But if his portmanteau or
his bruss-nail-studdedhair trunk neutrality, or an open declaration of ings. But in tho country, on the farms, must have sailed a veritable spitfire
weighed more, he paid for it at the war against the French, it conld not or wherever a band was employed on through the heavens, all of its thousame rate per mile as he paid for him- hove provoked more angry and ill-limed some public work, they were fed and sands of volcanoes hnrling their bombs
self. Under no circumstances, how- replies. His character, said one, hav- lodged by the employer,and given a skywards in every direction.
Fortunately this meteoric dust posever, could he be permitted to take ing been founded on false appearances, few dollars a month. On the Pennsylwith him on the journey more than 150 can only be respectablewhile it is not vania canals the diggers ate the coars- sesses characteristics which distinpounds. When the baggage had all known. His temper is arbitrary. His est diet, were housed in the rudest guish it from dust of terrestrial origin,
been weighed, and strapped on the dispositionis avaricious. He has a sheds, and paid $6 a month from May and so its presence has been traced all
coach, when the horses had been at- great passion for being seen. Without to November, and $5 a month from over the earth. It has been found on
tached, and the way-bill made out, the any skill as a soldier he has crept into November to May. Hod-carriers and mountain peaks, In the cobwebs of uneleven passengers were summoned, fame by the places he has held, and by mortar-mixers,diggers and choppers, swept cathedral towers, in the snow
and, clambering to thoir seats through the success of the cause he espoused. who, from 1793 to 1800, labored on the fields of the Arctic regions,and even
the front of tho stage, sat down with Nor will the schemes of finance he has public buildings and cut the streets in the ooze of the ocean’s bottom. The
their laces toward the driver’sseat. favored add much to his renown. If it and avenues of WashingtonCity, re- earth is slowly growing by virtue of its *
On routes where no competition ex- be a meric to have laid a tax that ceived $70 a year, or, if they wished, constant downfall. The latest investiisted, progress was slow, and tho trav- raised an insurrection, then he shares $60 for all the work they could per- gations show that not less than 4,950
elers were subjected to all manner of it with the British Ministers who pro- form from March 1 to December 20. poands of meteoric matter are added to
extortionand abuse. “Brutality, neg- voked the RevolutionaryWar. If it The hours of work were invariablyfrom the weight of the earth every hour.
ligent e. and filching,” says one, "are as be a merit to have burdened the many sunrise to sunset. Wages at Albany Yet this is a very slow process of
naturally expected by people accus- to enrich the few, then he shares it and New York wore 3 shillings, or, as growth, for, at the present rate of accretomed to traveling in America as a with that infatuatedmonarch who money then went, 40 cents a day; at tion, millions upon million! of years
mouth, a nose, and two eyes are looked brought about the present state Lancaster,$8 to $10 a month; else- would be required to build up a remerit where iu Pennsylvaniaworkmen were spectable mountain range from tho mefor in a mm’s face.” Another set out of Franca If it be
one day in March, 1796, , to go from to have bound the American aris- con'ent with $6 in summer and $5 in teoric matter added to t'ie globe. If
Frenchtown to New Castle, on the Del- tocracy to its Government by a large winter. At Baltimore, men wore glad all the star dust that falls upon the
aware. Seventeen miles separated the and everlasting debt, then he shares- it to bo hired at 18 pence a day. None, earth in the course of twenty months
two towns, a distance which he declares with that British monarch who drove by the month, asked more than $6. At could be swept together and heaped
a good, healthy man could have passed the Stuarts from their throne. His- Fredericksburg, the price of labor was upon the Brooklyn bridge, it would
over in four hours and a half. The tory will yet tear tho page devoted to from $5 to $7. In Virginia, white men. just about suffice to break the cables,
stage-coachtook six. When it finally his praise. It was Franco and his employed by the year, where given £16 their ultimate strength over what is
reat hed New Castle it was high noon, country that, in defiance of England, currency; slaves, when hired, were required to support the superstructure
and the tide was making, the wind was gave him fame, and it is Franco and clothed and their masters paid £1 a being estimated at 36,000 tons. Yet
fair, and the boat for Philadelphia was his country that will, in defiance of Enmonth. A pound, Virginia money, was, this, after all, is no small amount of
ready at the wharf. Yet he was de- gland, take that fame away. Once in Federal money, $3.33. The average matter to come drifting in out of the
tained for an hour and a half “that the his conduct had been guided by can- rate of wages the land over was, there- sky.
inn-keeper might scrub the passengers dor. Of late he had sadly departed fore, $65 a year, with food and, perThe fall of meteoric dust is one of
out of the price of a dinner.” Dinner from that wise course. He had refused haps, lodging. Out of thia small sum the most ancient phenomena with
of the people the
over, the boat set sail and ran up tho to the representatives
the workman must, with his wife’s which we are acquainted.Before the
river to within two miles of.Gloucester papers they hod a right to see. From help, maintain his family.
raine descended, or the clouds were
Point There, wind and tide failing, that moment the brightness of his
formed, before there were any lands
the vessel dropped anchor for the night. countenance faded. The glory that
or oceans, or rock-ribbed hills upon
Some passengers,anxious to go on by once shone round him dissolved in Silk Manufacture in the United States. the globe, when it was yet itself a litThe greatestcenter of the silk indus- tle blazing sun, and through all the
land, were forced to pay half a dollar mist The enemies of liberty and his
each to be rowed to tho shore. At 1 in country claimed him as their own, and try in America is the city of Paterson, ages of its developmentfrom a ohaotio
the morning the tide again turned. the name of Washington sank from the New Jersey. New York, indeed, had mass into a beautiful planet, the
Bat the master was then drank, and, high level of Solon and Lycnrgns to at the census of 1880 the largest num- steady downfall of meteors upon it
when he could be made to understand, the mean rank of a Dutch Stadtholder, ber of factories (126), ranging from the must have been going on. In those
what was said, the tide was again ebb- or the insignificanceof a Venetian great factory of the Stearns in Forty- earlier ages, there is reason to think,
ing, and the boat aground. Evening Doge. Posteritywill look in vain for second Street, where several hundred the matter thus added to it may have
came before the craft reached Phila- any marks of wisdom in his adminis- hands, mostly girls, are employed— been far more considerablein quantity
delphia. The passengerswere forty- tration. They wonld, instead, behold and where, by the co-operationof some than that which it now sweeps from
eight hours on board. Another came a funding system, the worst of all dis- interestedladies, a reading-roomand tho clearer heavens through whioh its
from New York by stage and by water. eases that ever inflict a State. They other comforts are interesting features journey lies. — New York Sun.
He was almost ship-wrecked in the bay, would see an excise arming a freemen —to very humble workshops; but its
The Foolish Friends.
lost some of his baggage at Amboy, against their fellow-men, and they annual product, $7,500,000, was ex-
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a

a

conduct of leaving the theater and
In the depths of a forest there lived
keeping away till the managers sol- was nearly left by the coach, and wonld say the great champion of Amer- ceeded by the $10,000,000of Paterson,
emnly promise that the “President’s passed twenty hours going sixteen ican liberty retained the barbarous with its eighty-two factories.Phila- two foxes who never had a cross word
March” shall be the first tune played miles on tho Delaware. The Captain usages of the feudal system by keeping delphia ranking third with $2,600,000 with each other. One of them said one
was drnnk. The boat three times men in livery, and twenty years after product from forty-seven factories. day, in the politest fox language:
in the house, is much to be preferred.
“Let’s quarrel.”
The theater, the Republicanspro- collided with vessels coming up the the founding of the Republic, still Paterson, in fact, then centered a third
of the entire ailk manufacture of the
“Very well," said the other, “as you
tested, was a public house, and the river. A gentleman set out in Febru- owned 500 slaves.
managers would do well to keep this in ary to make the trip from Philadel- HOW FIRES WERE PUT OUT IN THE LAST United States. Since the stimnlns of please, dear friend. Bnt how shall we
the war and its high dnties upon im- set about it?”
CENTURY.
mind. If, however, they were deter- phia to Baltimore, nst beyond Havre
The law then required every house- ported silk goods, silk-weavinghas be“Ob ! it cannot be difficult,"said fox
mined to make it the reeort of the de Grace the axle broke. A cart was
British faction, then let them look to hired, and the passengers driven to the holder to be a fireman. His name might come a chief feature of this industrial number one; “two-legged people fall
that faction for support. Every earn- next stage inn. There a new coach not appear on the rolls of any of the city, making it the Lyons of America. out, why should not we?”
8o they tried all sorts of ways, bnt it
est Republican and true patriot would waa obtained, which, in the evening, fire companies; he might not help to The Passaic Falls are falls no longer;
keep away. This, was the rejoinder, is overset in a wood. Toward daylight drag through the streets the lumbering their picturesque basin seldom catches conld not be done, because each one
wreatly to be wished. Men of sense the whole party, in the midst of a tank which served as a fire engine, bnt so much as a drop from. the sheer prec- would give way. At last number one
long for the time when the Jacobins shower of rain and snow, found shelter he must at least have in his hall-pan- ipice above, and is filled only by the fetched two stones.
“There!” said he, “you say they’re
and their mnrder-ahonts shall be driven and breakfast at a miserable house try. or beneath the stairs, or hanging back-water from below the race ; but
from every decent resort. Let them three miles from Baltimore. Bnt the up behind his shop door, four leathern instead the water from dams up- yours, and I’ll say there’re mine, and
desert the theater, and with the ahill- host wonld not suffer one of them to buckets inscribedwith hisjiame, and a stream and the resevoirs on the hill- we will quarrel and fight and scratch
Inga thus saved pay some of their old dry his clothes by the kitchen stove. huge bag of canvas or of duck. Then, tops rushes through the open race-way each other. Now I’ll begin. Those
debts.
When an editor iu the town was asked if he were aroutfed at the dead of night alang Mill Street, turning thousands of stones are mine !"
While the factions wrangled, the to publish an account of their trip he by the cry of fire, and the clanging of spindles and of looms, as it finds its
“Very well,” answered the other,
benefit-nightof a favorite actor drew refused. The owner of the coach-line every church bell in the town; he seized wav again to the lower river. The city gently, “yon are quite welcome to
‘Bear. No man knew better than he might, he said, hinder the circulation his buckets and his bag. and, while his built about thia water-power relies, them.” •
bow to profit by the popular will, and of nis newspaper. To add to the vex- wife put a lighted candle in the window nevertheless, largely upon steam. Far
“But we shall never quarrel at this
at no time in the whole cotarse of his ation of such delay “The Apostolic to illuminatethe street, set off for the from the river aa well as near are the rate!” cried the other/ jumping up and
|ife had so fine a chance of profiting by Assembly of the btate of Delaware” fire. The smoke of the flame was his huge hives of industry. After the cen- licking his face.
the popular will been offered him. had forbidden stage-coaches to cross guide, for the custom of fixing the place sus of 1880 Paterson increased its silk
“You old simpleton,don’t you know
Politics ruled the hour. The city was their “hand’s-broadth of territory” on of the fire by a number of strokes on a product until it reached nearly half the theft it take two to make a quarrel any
fall of excited Federalists, who packed the Sabbath. The worst bit of road in bell had not yet come in. When at last total of silk goods manufactured in day?”
the theater night after night for no the country seems to have been be- he arrived at the scene he found there this country, but within a year or two
So they gave it np as a bad job, and
-ether purpose than to shoot themselves tween Elk ton, in Maryland, and the no idle spectators. Each one was past it has suffered both from the re- never tried to play at this silly game
hoarse over the “President's March. ” Susquehanna ferry. There the ruts busy.. Some hurried into the building moval of many of the simpler processes again. I often think of this fable when
He determined to make nae of this were so deep that, as the wheels were and filled their sacks with such mova- to country factories and .from the gen- I feel more inclined to be sulky than
fact He would take the march, find about to enter one, the driver wonld ble goods as came nearest to hand. eral indnstrialdepression.
sweet. — Anon.
some one to write a few patriotic call upon the passengers to Some joined the line that stretched Outside the great cities the largest
The average crop of wheat in the
etanzas tosuitit, and, on the night of lean tut of the opposite side of the away to the water, and helped to pass silk factories of the country are at
bis benefit, sing thpm to the house. coach, to prevent tue vehicle from be- the full buckets to those wno stood by Sonth Manchester, Connecticut, where United States and Canada alone would:
Borne Federalistswere consulted,wore ing overturned.“Now, gentlemen," he the flames. Others took posts in a the Cheney Brothers oondnet, with an- give one person in twenty of the popupleated with the idea, and named Jo- would any. “to the right** “Now, gen- second line down which the empty pails other mill at Hartford, one of the most lation of the globe a barrel of flour
were hastened to the pnmp. The house interesting indnstrialorganizations in in each year, with enough to spare for
* aeph Hopkinson as the man best fitted tlemen, to the left.”
seed.
Yet another traveler had quitted wonld often be half consumed when the America.— Harper’s Magazine.
4o write the words. He consented,and
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The Tlctim of Breeches.
used in rolling a cigarette. One edge
kinds of philanthropio societies is pasted fast to a piece of marble or
have been instituted for doing tins and smooth, flat stone about one foot square
undoing that, from preventingthe vigor- that is on a table. A stick about a foot
ous chastisement of the obstreperous in length and about as thick as a match
mule to elevating the pie-makers of our is used to paste with. The paste is
land to be law-makers of the same, but made of pure starch and water. The
there is still much need of more mis- cigarette paper is laid on the heavy
sionary work of similar character;and paper, and a small quantity of tobacco
other societies not yet dreamed of will is put on it Then the edge of the
have to be organized before the world heavy paper is turned over, and by
can buckle right down and do its level sliding the fiat of the hand over it, the
best in spinning toward the grand per- cigartete is rolled. Then the paste
fection for which it is destined.We stick is run over oue edge of the cigarAll

have societies for sending teaspoons to

ette paper, and one more roll completes

people who wear them run through
slits in their ears and noses when they
get them, for lack of knowing what
else to do with them, and we have so-

the cigarette. After the ends are out
off it is ready for the trade.

“Great care must be used when rolling and pasting, for if any were pasted
crooked or soiled in any manner, or
made too hard or too soft, the 1,000
would be returned to the maker, who
would have to make them over again.
This happens very often, and is a loss
of several hours to the maker. There
may be plenty of enjoyment in smoking
cigarettes, but there is none in making
them."— New York Sun.

cieties for guessing at this and contradicting that, but we have no organization devoted to formulating a code of

ethics from the condition of a boy’s
legs; and, as previously intimated,the
world will never whoop itself aright,
or make headway
leadway as
_________
she should, until
____
somebody takes this abstruse problem
by the neck and drags it out into the
sunlight of science, and figures it down
to a mathematical certainty that a boy’s
character begins with his legs, and de,

W. D. Howells.
Another Boston author now widely

velops according to pantaloonsand
other circumstances. Hitherto the
head has been regarded as the solum
bolum of a boy’s capabilities, but the
time has come when the breeches must
be taken into considerationalso,
if we would have our sons go for-

known is William Dean Howells.
Though claimed by Boston to-day, he

Modem

ELY'S

Architecture.

W. M.

Mr.

Armitage, architectural
draughtsman.No. 402 Montgomerystreet,
Ban Francisco. California,writes that having a very severe cough, which he found it
trolled into the
difficultto remove, ne tried Red Star
Cough Care, and after a few doses was
completely cured. Encouraged by this remarxable result, he gave it to the young
nfluumation.prornembrauefrom
members of his family who were sick from treeb colds,
completely
a like cause, and it produced similareffects
heals the sores, and reKorea
the senses oTtaste
upon them. He recommonds its use in and smell.

Catarrh

Cream Balm

every household.
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Wise Words.

A

some boats that

Fortune brings in
are not steered.

first

mortgage

In the meanest hnt is a romance,
yon know the hearts there.
It is always safer to displease
than to try to satisfy many. -
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cure.

A man shonld

and other Western Rules.
States. It is the
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Lost.
Combination of Vegetable remedies as nt
discoveredfor the restoration to health of tha
tha

with his superiors
as he does with his fire— not too near,
lest he burn, not too far, lest he
live
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freeze.
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Mittera conronnasa with nwa-

Just thoughts and modest expecta-

we don’t
overrate our pretensions all will be
tions are easily satisfied.If

by all druggists.
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HOPS & MILT BITTERS CO, Draa,
well.
in that- State and educated there,
Surely the church is a place where
he began life as a printer in his father’s
one day’s truce ought to be aliened to
newspaper office, and set type at the
the dissensionsand
id animosities of man
case. Later he was United States Con- kind.
ward in life’s rugged race with sul at Venice, and at present makes his
mjk OperatingWashing.Machine.
power to hoof it with ease and glad- home in this city, having lately moved
Even if yon do fail after a struggle
ness.
hold these truths to be into town from a cottage that he built for mastery you have got more to brag
Tw
self-evident,that a boy with pantaloons
R.
a few years ago at Belmont. His resi- of than many who never try.
that make him feel like a fallen angel
THAT
dence is on the Back Bay, and is only a
Tile Tumors,
with a broken wing will inevitably few doors from the Holmes House, on
Lorillard’s Climax Pfagj
make him a scape-goat or a hopeless, the water side of Beacon street, and his neglected or badly treated, often degenerate
into cancer. The worst pile tumors are
gloomy child of toil, too much soured
library windows command exactly the painlessly, speedily, and permanently
to enjoy the smell of trees in bloom.
same view of Charles River and cured without knife, caustic,or salve, by
A boy with breeches that pitch him Cambridge that those
his poet our now and Improved methods. Pamphlet
over backward or stand him on his neighbor do. The general appearance and referencesten cents In stamps. World’s
head whenever he tries to run, is liable of Mr. Howells is describedas follows : Dispensary Medical Association, 003 Main
street, Buffalo,N. Y.
to grow up with no higher ambition The face is round and full, clean
iKoSh*S
Klla Smith, II X. Smut Stra*
than running a saw-mill or going to shaven, except for a heavy mustache.
Ten mills don’t make a cent In Lowell,
SprlafftohT,
O. Athtopharotto abwlattly .ato,
Congress, and the chances are that he Though fully os old as Aldrich, Mass., no matter what the ichoolmastcrssay.
will get reckless and blow foam from Howells has an exceedingly youthful —Independent.
the beer mug before hie wisdom teeth
Good for Man and Beast! Read Thin!
appearance. A pleasant
‘ talker,
lal'*
pnttin
are cut. , There is clamorous need for a
ATHLOPHOAOl00.. HI Wall Ifc, lewTsdb
Army and Navy Linimentwill cure your
himself at once in sympathy wit_
society that will make it a penal offense
rheumatism, neuralgia,or croup In less time
whomever he converses,Mr. Howells is
than any other Liniment known. For tale
to so bandage a boy’s legs that he will
both entertaining and bright, and has by all druggists. [See advt. next Issue.]
crop out into a villain sooner or later,
none of the peculiar eccentricitiesthat
RUB MAKER
in spite of all the angelic blood in him.
from mem- Prloe, 9ft cts., SO cts. and 9100 per Bottle.
were once supposed to be indulged in
Sunday-schoolsand parental example by every author of fiction or poet of bers of both armiefl in the late conflict, •
BOLD BY ALL DRUGGINT8.
are well enough in their way ; but so
renown. Short in stature, being hard- are given in every issue of The Chicago
Ledger, and all old soldiersare invited to
long as a boy has no more liberty of
ly of the average height, inclined to
contribute to this department. Send the
movement, between the knees and stoutness, yet being far from
ii
noticeably fach in your owu language of auy incident
shoulder-blades,than a chicken in the
so; his hair is dark, straight and close- you may remember,and it will be put in
shell, the depressing influence of the
ly cut, and his eyes, black at evening, shape to publish. The Ledger is filled
stove-pipe arrangementson his legs
but blue-gray during the day, are large with Original Stories, Humor, etc., and
will react upon his characterin spite
-Vinegar Bitters, a
and expressive, and express the varied will be found one of the most readable
purgative and tonic, purifies
of all that can be done, and we need
papers
in
the
country.
Only
$1.50
per
year.
thoughts that lurk in the hidden rethe blood, strengthens
strengthens the
_
an organizationthat will see about this
liver and kidneys, and will
cesses of the busy brain. Meet Howells 271 Franklin street. Sample copy two
restorehealth, however lost
thing before it is everlastingly too late.
on the street, as one is apt to do any cents.
Vinegar Bitters Is the tsma to Actual Settlars. The most .
From the time a boy’s legs are long pleasantafternoon,and you would con- Mensman’s Peptonized Beep Tonic, the
and promising field for settlement in the
best remedy discovered, for
enough to break he ceases to be a free sider him a successful young banker, only preparationof beef containing Its engronmtingdjgestion,^ curing
moral agent, and becomes the victim for in dress the' popular young novelist tire nutritious properties. It contain* bloodvital powers. Bend lor medand life-sustaining
of breeches. His status in after life is fastidious, without being in the least making, force-generating,
ical book, free.
properties:Invaluable for indigestion,dys- K. H. McDonald Drug Co., 50 WashingtonBt., N. /
may all depend upon the fit of his first
foppish, and the face is that of a con- pepsia, nervous prostration, and all forms of
pants, and
fearful responsibility
general debility, also, in all enfeebled condiAgent* Wanted
lift nnd Deed* of
tented, well-to-doman of business.
tions, whether the result of exhaustion,nervtherefore belongs to the architectof Boston Cor.
ous prostration, over work, or acute disease,
that important garment. If he grows
particularly If resulting from pulmonary
up to be wise and good, it is because
Cost of Government Buildings.
complaints. Caswell, Hazard & Co., propriehe baa not been reared in pantaloons
tors, New York. Sold by druggists.
in reality is a gift to the world of Ohio.
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so

diabolically ill-shapenthat he
conldn’t step anywhere but in the broad
road leading to evil. If he goes to
the bad, it is more than probable that his starting impulse was a pair
of breeches constructed by his mother
in the blind zeal of imperative economy,
and who, having nothing else handy,
used oue end of a sawbuok for a pattern. Bear a boy in baggy trousers,
and the chances are that he will develop into a slouch and become a henpecked husband or a hardshell Baptist
preacher. Bring .him up in tight ones,
and he will become deceitful and churlish, dropping into politics as naturally
as young ducks itake to water. Have
them too short, and he will become
round-shouldered and timid, and most

sonian Institution, $492,531; National
Monument, $1,100,000; Naval Observatory, $255,204; Patent Office, $3,245,775; United States Capitol, about
$16,000,000. The Court House cost
$275,152, the money for which was
raised by a lottery, which was drawn
in Alexandria, Va. The princelyprize
was $10,000, and, though it was a semilikely become an editor with hunger for Government affair, it was never paid
his bed-fellowand hard times for a the holder of the lucky ticket.
playmate. If they are too long, with
Lightning, does its work before the
legs tucked into boot tops, nothing bat
victim
knows Anything. Two men were
a very attentive guardian angel and
struck
while taking refuge under a tree.
lack of opportunity can prevent his
blossoming into a full-blown rowdy, Both were carried into the house and
with red hair on his lip and bud words laid out for dead. One of the men rein his mouth. Many a poor boy with vived, and, after territio sufferingand
infirmity, he got out again, *ad is still
infinite possibilitiesfor good somewhere
about him has been sent to the chain- living. He said he knew no more about
gang, we make no doubt, by a mis- having been struck by lightning than
guided mother who blighted his life he was consciousof having lived before
with her needle. In her goodness .of the flood. It was all news to him when
heart she thought she was doing some- he was told of the fact.
“He who is false to preseat euty,” says
thing grand and saving a dollar at the
same time, when the boiled-down truth Henry Ward Beecher, “breaks a tkread in
the loom, and will find the flaw when he may
about the matter is, that breeches of have forirotteaIts cause.” A case in point
her constructionwould have made the occurs to us. Mr. Wm. Ryder, of 87 Jefferprophet Jeremiah steal eggs.
son street, Buffalo, N. Y., recentlytold a re
We are glad to know that the tailor- porter that, “1 bad a large abscess on each
-

ing business, and the consequent power
for evil, is being taken out of the hands
of the boy’s mother, and that the custom of putting store-made garments on
the hope of Israel is constantly growing and waxing more so. It is on indication that the next generation will be
wiser and better, and every man with
a heart not made of leather will throw
up his hat and bless his eyebrows that
his own boy ^ill not have to suffer what
he went through in the “little brooches”
period of life. — Chicago Ledger.
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I wriMi confined to my bed with rheumatism, unable to move without the ‘greatest
pain. One bottle of Athlophoroswas all I
used, and I have not been troubledsince. H.
L. Anderson, dealer In groceries, 832 West
Lake street, Chicago, 111.

Patent Metallic Stiffenersprevent Loots and shoes from running over,
ripping in the scams, or wearing unevenly
Over 200,000 Howe Scales have been sold,
and the demand Increasingcontinually.Borden, Sellock & Co.. Agents, Chicago, 111.

Cigarettes.

“How many cigarettes oan a girl make
in a day?” was asked of a manufacturer.

‘That depends upon' how nimble her
fingers are. A smart, quick girl can
make
'
.e al
about
3, 500. The pay is from 70
to 80 cents per 1,000, accordingto the
grade of cigarette made. Tbere are
very few girls who can make more than
2,000 per day. Making the cigarettes
looks easy enough, but if you should
try it you would find it very
hard and tedious. When
girl
goes to her work in the morning she
receives a small bundle of papers
‘

a

.Free
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offices:
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Cleveland, O.
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Chicago, l|L’

Wayne, Du Page Oo„ Dllnali,

HAS IMPORTED PROM PRANOE
70 PER CENT OF

UL

HORSES

DROPS!

A PROMPT,

SAFE,

tendingone aoliar to

imported Brod Marts

A

Specialistfor Eleven Years Past,

llmpirtidStallions,
Old enough for
Service,

Cure* patient* pronouncedhopeless by the hesisC
ph^ralclaha.

m

the first dose
pesr, and In ten '
to)
ims are remov

the

Borne may cry humbug without knowing
about It. Remember, ij does not cost, you
to realizethe merits of
In ten day. the difficulty
pu l.o regular, toe urlnai

.
i

In the

OPIUM

S.

A.

country.Read

It.
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in the
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SURE CURE

.

world. Low

ud

finest toned
prices, easy Day-

merit. Send for cstaloguo. Addross
Weaver Onran t Plano Co* York . Pa.
.tintsto sell an entirely

new article.

1 tor 10
ve
iuwtu bow
rofltlve,have legs bunted and
for free p.iaiihlstLeoataining
b

_

The BUYERS’ GUIDE Is
t*saed Sept, and March,

m

V
I

year. 99“ 250 pages,
11% Inches, with over
3,000 illustrations— a
whole Picture Gallerw.
8%

!

x

etc.

If

GIVES

Wholesale Prices
direct to omsumers on aU goods tor
personalor family use. Tells how to
order, sad gives exact cost of everythiug you use, eat, drink, wear, or
have fan with. These INVALUABLE
BOOKS contain Information gleaned
from the markets of the world. We
will mall a ropy FREE to any address upon receipt of 10 cts. to defray
expense of mailing. Let ns hear from

you.

PISO S

A CO.

887 dc 889 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, UL

.

CURL FOR

LWlCflSlfll;
C.N.U.

Respectfully,

MONTGOMERY WARD

order trial,send 7 cent* in .tampn to pay pnat^e

No. 41-

"WIIKN WHITING TO ADVERTISKRK
iVtktiwcP* 7Q* •mW t,“’ adverUM:“***

free to canvaaaer*who raeu bu slat sight for
Address, with

•

RIM.

|

•FIELD. 177 LsSslleSt., Chicago.
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Men'

Think

Lady

but her

hneat Few

do. ^ Not to

Imow

is

on^he skin

i&t

tolii.

her how easy it is to put
beauty on the skin. Beauty
is Magnolia.

Balm.

m

skirr;.-

and nobody has ever

not to have.

_

a

is beautiful, all

they know all about Mustang Lin-

only one block from the Union Depot
Elevator;all appointments first-lass.
Hott If Oates.
_ Propri
aprletors.

>

TREATED FREE.
DR. H. H. GREEN,

140
BOO

sfbsotuMy
from Opiates, Emetic* and Poisons.

go, corner Clintonand Madison streets. This
far-famed hotel Is locatedin the oentor of the

and

Rllo B.

M. "Wa dtjktblajmc

In the bright lexicon of the district messenger youth there is such a word as snail.

city,

ILL,

recorded

The most besnUful

The business man or touristwill find firstclass accommodations
at the low prloe of $3
and $2.50 per day at the Gault House, Chica-

. - CHICAGO,

breeder. Ihr.t, how-

Remedy.

"Put up” St the Gault House.

Uslsss sncctstfsl.

8TEQER A 8AUBER,
S09 Wabash Av.,

188 COLTS
Two years old nnd
ywmger.

*

Making

WITHOUT FEE

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

I

lengthy sdrertisomont is necessary to

The foundation* of disease are
often laid by the Irregularitiesof eating,
sleepingand movement of the bowels experienced during travelisg. To prevent an
irregularaction and a torpid condition of
the digestive .apparatus,use Dr. Walker’s
Caufohnia Vinegar Bitters. No traveler
by sea or land should fall to take It with
him. It may save bis life.

PROSECUTED

Highest Prise Centennial Exposition,1976.
Highest Priae Montreal Exposition,1881-89

Red Star

BolUaoro,Harytoad, C.

Bulletin.

PBEFEBBED BY LEADING ARTISTS.

STOCK ON HAND:

THE CHARLES A. V OO HER COIPilT,
Soto Owntra ud Monathetnrm,

What is the rate of interest when distance
lends enchantment to the view?— Boston

SOHMER
PIAISTOS.

CVER IMPORTED TO AMERICA.

paid, bn

No

Established !$•«•'

on the heels.

I

bolster up Dr. Sage's Catarrh

AXLE GREASE.

iHiiiii

Lyon’*

kept continually discharging for
twenty years. Nothing did me any good ex- T«r Goochs. Ooro Throat, Hsor—sss, lalaeua,
Colds. Broach tis, Croup, Whooplag Coogh,
cept Dr. Pierce’s 1 Golden MedicalDiscovery.’
Asthma,Qalasy, P alas la Cheat,oaiothor
It cured mo.” Hero is a volume expressed
•fftctfoni Of tb« Throat taSLooca.
In a few words. Mr. Ryder’s experience is
Price M cents a bottle. Sold by Drandsts and Dealers. Partissunable to inducetheir d?n ter to promptly
entitled to our readers’careful attention.—
Of Ut for them will receive two bottlet, Express charges
The Sun.

Young lovers don’t mind addition, but they
despisethe rule of three.— Itero* Siftings.

FRAZER

m

The cost of the principal Govern£100,000,000in the British Court of
ment buildingsin Washington has been
as follows: Treasury Department ChanoervI— A large part of this vast sum
to the people of America. Cox Sc
building, $7,158,354; National Mu- belongs
Co., 41 Southampton Buildings, Holborn,
seum, $200,000; Postoffice Depart- London, Eug., have just published a List of
ment, $2,151,500; Printing Office, the heirs to this enormous wealth. Reader,
$290,000; Marine Barracks, $339,630; send a dollar and they will forward you this
valuable List; and If you find by It that you
Naval Hospital, $116,035; State, War, are entitled to any money or property,claim
and Navy building, $7,628,925;Agri- your own. Oox A Co. will show you the way?
cultural Department,$501,825; Smith-
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Otto Breyman

IKANTERS & SONS,

LATEST PAIR ROTES.

& A. Steketce occupied the entire
dome of Floral Hall and their decorations
P.

added materlallT to the attractionsof the
place..

_

___

.

-
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bowali. The liver wcretee the bile and aete like i

D. J. Doorninfe exhibiteda large collection of Hollandish hooka.

Among

filter or tleve, to

the visitors was Messn. Geo.

Turner and

Wm.

D

rities of the
larity in Ita

F. Kelly, both ex-Secre-

Jamestown was not largely represented,
numericallyspeaking, but their one man,

the valuable services incessant-

OTJTTD K/S
made by the

reasonable prices.

cell at

Opto and Silver Watches at Rear
are

Company,

sonable Prices.',

Milwaukee.These cutters for ease and comeuperio*, while In

for are

The largest assortment of

Licensed Plumbers

Biuooaand

termed

not

have an affection of the Over, and
which ean be thoroughly eared by the
was generally conceded toil
grand regolator of the liver
and biliary organa, BURDOCK
The villageof Otsego should be com
plimented upon having a cornet band BLOOD BnTKlS. It acts upon the

of

reached that state

GOODS',

Silnmn. PltMvui, ui Fust Book

We

SSSFal

rendered by Mrs. Geo. H. Bipp, the

Ladies’ Department would

which they

FLIEMAN
has la stock a number of the

DIAMONDS,

of

L. Hollis, was a host in himself,
and knew bow to render himself useful.

.Mr. D.

ly

WARRANTED

blood. By Irreguaction or eospen-

slons of Ita fanetiona, the bile
la liable to overflow Into the
blood, oaulnfl aandloe, sallow

tariee of the Berlin Fair.

Without

Impa-

cleanse

The popular wagon manufacturer

Jewelry, Watches, J.

(always carry a fall eupplytof

-

dealer In-

are

,
t

Strength and Durability

ever displayed in this city.

they beat everything.The dash la a^new device
which cannot be broken. ;

prepared to make (water connectionsfor

DWELLINGS,

perfection

DIAMOND HINOS
I

I

HOTELS,
•

also keep on hand a large assortment of

SPECTACLES

BARBER SHOPS,

and other bnslneea buildings.Alio for

also have a lot of

Sleighs of Every Doscription.
on hand which 1 propose to sell at

and a

COST.

stomach, bowels and Over,
FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
ILW 1ND
making healthy bile and pore
eep
on
for which we keep
on
hand
ail
modern
fixtures.
and
blood, and opens the culverts
There Is nothing in the line of plumbing that we All the Goods are warranted
deportment while in the city, elicited genwlahlnganything In my line can do no better than
and sluiceways tor the ootlet cannot do or anpply.
eral and favorable comment.
to be just as represented.
by callingon me. I haves large stock of readyof disease.- Sold everywhere
made work In
I am prepared to do repairiog-’and en
It was considered quite a compliment
and guaranteed to cure.*"'
Indestructible Hose, Hose Reels, graving promptly and in the best manner
that the Champion Mower Company

m BFEK

composed of such gentlemanly fellows.
Their services on the grounds and their

made a

of their beautiful
silver-plated model machine, which obtained the first premium at the Centennial
display here

exhibition.

tutts

patronized, and for the time turned their

28

organization into a "coffee union."
The

Grand Haven hones and horsemen were
cbuspicuous in the attention and

attrac-

Not an arrest or a single case of disorderly conduct during the entire fair speaks
well for the visiting crowds.
late

G.

Al-

as a survivor of Waterloo, and a

similar one owned by Mr. P. F. Pfandefending the Dutch

of the city

took

lation coupled with the special premiums
offered.

mm

mas

ram

nus

full

LIVEi

always on hand.

Office and Shop on Riuer street, I have the agency in this city
near the corner of Tenth street,
| for the celebrated

Holland, May

27,

"

oue troubles.
PskIj vfjrtsUi; RoWplaj. Pries So. AS Ones!*

Goods delivered free of charge.
B.
Holland, Jane

14.

WYNHOFF.

1888.

10,

1885.

24-15t

Qhasukmths k*4
the wles of that daw

la
of
remedies, and haa giv-o
ahnottuni venal tatufac-

polite address,

i

WURPHY

You

the publicand now ranks
amoog the leading Molldawofthe oilJora.

a/L smith.

in

fc'te.^dfcri'pv
For sale at the drug store of H. Walsh,

will

and silverylocks, entered the parsonage.
seemed tremblingon the verge

come to

heaven.

speak abont his

--

B.

of

, and as he

spoke tears coursed down his furrowed
cheeks.

He

SODA

elder of the church, and

said be had

his soul,

and

labor for his reformation. 1 learned his

Best mtheWorTtL

should it piease a sovereign

my

H. WYKHUYSEN,
dealer in-

efforts,that poor

man

God

never reach a drunkard’s grave nor •
efforts

with him extended over Solid Gold and Plated Chains.

eighteen months, and the history would
fill

a volume. His

periodical,

Was
his

to

and

Ladies' and Gents' Lockets,

intemperance was

a peculiarity in

Silverware, Platedware,

his case

leave home for the Indulgence of

vice.

When

Jewelry and Clocks.

he thus absconded, we

would pursue him from villageto

village,

I also

keep on baud a

full

Hue of

Spectacles

restored to his dejected family.

My
An Answer Wanted.
Can any one briog us a case of Kidney

!

will not speedily cure?

Wessy

stock of

SILVERWARE
is

or Liver Complaint that Electric Bitters

unsurpassedio

this city.

they can

Particular attention is called to the fact
not, as thousands of cases already per- that all my goods are first-class and are
maneotly cured and who are daily recom- sold at low prices.

mending Electric Bitten, will

thereon, and* upon** whkli orl*M^there*i!
claimed to be doe at the date of this notice the
sum of seven hundred and twenty-sevendollar*
and twenty six cents, (1727.26.) (The last payment make on said mortgage was on the 24th day

is not a household in which this
invaluable remedy has once been in-

troduced where Us use has ever been
abandoned, and there la not a person
who has ever given it a proper trial
for any throat or lung disease susceptibly of cure, who haa not been made

_

byit.
AYER’S CHERRY PECTORAL

well

and even acute Pneumonia, ana has
saved many patientsIn the earlier stages
of Pulmonary Consumption. It is a
medicine that only requires to be taken in
small doses, is pleasant to the taste, and is
needed in every house wh&re there are
children,as there is nothing so good as

AYER’S CHERRY PECTORAL for treatment of Croup and Whooping Cough.
These are all plain facts, which can bs
verifiedby anybody, and should be rerbody.
>y everyt

Dr. J. C.

PREPARED BY
Ayer A Co., Lowsll, Mass.

Sold by slj Druggists.

Store

guaranteed. For
bottle by H. Walsh.

laif, Fins

Cut

Navy Clippings
and Snuffs

I

.0
p. ec.

wmucs

Manufacturerof

WlM

DMe

AND WOODEN

Crockery,

and Glassware,

o

less.

aSummu*""1'

Come

in and

otUw, Co',MT’

new ones.

AXBU^B.tlDE’ *•*"“'**»'
AUorMvt for AttiqiM of Mortgcujt.

FREE!

teeny Stook. Watehea

Goods will be delivered to
any part of the city free of
charge.

bowels

r*"

and act directly on the diseased, parti.
bottle

RDss

The undersigned has purchased the stofe and
Celeirated Woolei
Wells!,
stock of goods of M. Jonkman. on River street,
January, A. D. 1871.) Notice, therefore,Is herePUMPS,
opposite the Phoenix Planing Mill, and will hereby given that the said mortgage will be foreclosed
Porcelain-lined,Iron-lined, Maple Cylloder
after conductthe bnslness. He has a large stock of
by a sale of the mortgaged premises described in
and all the diflerentkinds of pamps.pipe and iron.
said mortgage to satisfythe amount due thereon,
interest from this date, and costa of foreclosing,at
public auction or vandne to the highest bidder on
24 th day off Normnber,
1885,
at one o’clock In the afternoon of that day, at the
front door of the Court House in the city of Grand
Haven, in the Connty of Ottawa, and Mtate of
Michigan, that being the place where the Circnit
Court for uld connty is held. The mortgaged
premises to be sold are described in said mortgsge
as foliowg.via: AH that certain piece or parcel of
land, sltnate, lyly^tmd bring" in the cbunY^of
Ottawa and Slate
_____________________
as follows to-wlt:The southwest fractionalquarter
of section twenty-one, In town five, north of range
sixteen west, contaluiugsixty-fouracres,more or ^ With honest and fajMeallhghe hopes to retain

or any urinary complaint quickly cured.
the blood, regulate the

Cheap Cash

of

prove.

Bright’s Disease, Diabetes, Weak Back,

a

offered to the public.

Flour and Feed,

.(2b be Continued.)

Every

first

• There

A D

and from tavern to tavern, until he was

They purify

Is not a new claimant for popular confidence, but a medicinewhich is to-day
ivtng the Uvea of the third generation
who nave come into being since It was

SI

PHOENIX

to

should

drunkard’s bell.

My

Cherry Pectoral

.ST

history in a few words, and then resolved

bless

AYER’S

HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.

1

begged me, for the love of

God. to take an interest in

that,

"I have never found, In thirty-five years of
continuous study and practice of medicine, any
preparation of so great value as Ana’s
Pectoral,
MUL, for treatmentof diseases of ths
throat and lungs, It not only breaks up colds
and cures severe oougba. but la more effective
than anything elsee In relieving even the most
1 tod pulmonary affections.*
seriousbronchial

WATEB

Next day a venerable man of between

He

xl by the
The same opinion is expressed
well-knownDr. L. J. Addison, of Chicago,
111., who says:—

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,

any time.

Default having been made In the conditionsof
of a certain mortgage, made the ninth
day of October, A. D. 1865, by Joseph M. Crofoot,
Ladles hair cleaned and dressed In the latest
of Holland, Ottawa County, Michigan,to Martin
fashion.
Winter, of the same place*, and recorded in the offlee of the Remeter of Dee
Deeds, of the connty of 6t- mnnm nfTrtiT^im nm- m , _=r-^,.r-V7T«- .
tawa. state of Michigan, on the iTth day of No- FIBST-CLASS TOILET
FOB SALE!
vember,A. D. 1865, at 8 o clock In th^ afternoon,
in Libei^G” of mortgeges, on page 416. Said mortW. BAUMGARTEL.
gage was, on the 24th day of January, A. D. 1871, asHolland, Mich., March 10. 1865.
signed by said Martin Winter, to Willem J. Mulder, of Holland, Ottawa county, Michigan,and the
assignmentof mortgage was recorded in the offlee of the Register oi
of Deeds, of the county of Ottawa, state of Mich:igan, on the sixth day of Aognst, A.D. 1886, at 1 1J4 o’clock a. m„ InLlber 30 of
mortgages, on page 202. and on the4th day of Anguit,
said mortgage was assigned by
nst, A.l),1885,
A. D, 1885, said
erthreferour celebrated
Peter Mnlder. sole residuary,legatee and executor
IsMureat
of the last will and testament of the estate of Willem J. Mnlder, deceased,of Laketown, Allegan
county, Michigan, to George W. McBride, of the
cltv of Grand Haven, Ottawa county, Michigan,
and said assignmentof mortgagewas recorded In
tbs office of the Register of Deeds of tire County
of Ottawa, State of Michigan,on the 6th day
ol August. A. D. 1866, at llif o’clock,a. m., In llbsr
80 of mortgages, on page 208, and which mortgage
contains a power of sale which has become operstive by tsTd
tafdl
default in payment;and no salt at law
oMn^nUy^havin^beenlnstituted to recover the

payment

seventy and eighty, with bending form

son-in-law ’Dolph

A Good Clean Shaye.
A Scientific Haircut or
Invigorating Shampoo.

Mortgage Sale.

past redemption."

He was an

you can get a

at

he now appears,
when he is sober; bnt be is • drunkard,
and is at this time suffering from one of
his sprees. Poor ’Dolph, he is the worst
enemy to himself, and we ail fear that he
find him to be all that

is

BILLY'S TONSORIAL PARLORS

Chaswoo the fevor

and at parting he offered to oblige us at
any time.

.

BROS..
Parts.Ta«
of

volunteered his assistance in unloading,

-

Nothing else gives such immediate relief
and works so sure a cure in all affections
of this class. That eminent physician.
Prof. F. Sweetzer, of the Maine Medical
School,Brunswick,Me., says
“Medical edeoce has produced no other anodyne expectorant so good as Atib'i Cnmav

has,
in numberlessinstances,cured obstinate
cases of chronicBronchitia,Laryngitis,

ALBERT LADU18, Set'v.

was driven to the par

’Dolph B

into the gravest maladies of the throat
and lungs, is a considerationwhich should

Needle Gas Lamp.

1883.

These lamps are a great improvement on all other lamps
both as to quantity of oil
Sept 25, at Coopersuille; used and the amount of light
11 October So, at Grand Haven, which they give. Call and
(Regular.)
see them.

intelligent counteoauce, kindly

that’s

*

A Safeguard.

HUNTLEY.

The following schedule of times and places for
holding public examinationsof teachers has been
arranged by the Ottawa County Board of School
Examiners for the fall of 1885:

souage of my new congregation,when a

"Why

1884.

Invaluable for diseasesof ths
throat and lanfs."

CROCKERY

made and

All applicants for 1st or 2nd grade certificates
will please appear at the regularexamination,
Oct. 80. An allowance will hereafterbe made on
the average standing of applicants for atteudance
at teachers’Institutes.
By order of Ottawa County Board of School Examiners,

"Aod who is this kiod stranger?1’
qulred I.

83,

Cnaar

Zeeland, Mich., July

and an

FLIEMAN,

J.

Hollakd, Mich. Oct.

Pectoral.Ills

and complete line of

Notice to Teachers.

«m.

manly form,

White Goods,

changed to a

a single applicationof
It imparts a natural color, acta

The Drunkard Saved At Last.

stranger of

A

Mouldings,

furnished.

Secure Healthy
to the Llvei
relieveall bib

This apace la reserved for the W<
Christian Temperance Union.

Skirts, Hosiery,

Hand Railing, Sash

JA8.

spare time very appropri-

Dress Goods, Table Linens,
Etc., in endless variety.

TUTTS Whisors
Hi

amusements under (he
of Mr. A. M. Kan ten was

furniture

B. WYnHOFF.

adapted

Stairs,

and examine and give me a trial.

The fatal rapidity with which alight
Golds and Coughs frequently develop

fin-

done on short notice.

antiquities,

ately.

My

1 will aell at aatonlahingly
low prices In
order to make room for my fall atock.

the stock of

in

at the store of

Planing and Re-sawing

Brackets, etc.,

sports and

<&.

all

ished and completed.

Doors, Blinds,

Dutch Bible, 840 yean old.

W.

kinds of buildings,

l>rock

Dn.

going on

Dry Goods & Groceries,
Estimates given for

instantaneously. Sold by Druggists,or
sent by express on receipt of gl.
Office, 44 Murray 8t., New York.

Mr. D. J. Doornink of Grand Rapids

to fill in

Agst

nourfehsdiU^ytfcrtrTo^eAaj^^a

this

bread maker.

made

are aspeoially

Gbat Hair or
Glossy Black by

H. Toren look the "cake’’ as boss

the display of

la

Lom of appetite,Bowels eeetlTt, Pala la
the head, with a tall eeasatloi
bach part, Pala Bader the ehoalderhlade, Fallal
Beta after aatlat, with adle*
lacllnadoB to eaertlea of body or lad,
Irritability efteaaper,Low
w apfrlto,
spirit with
a fcellngt
tefhavlataecleetedeomedaty.
Weariness,DUslaess,Platterlac at the
Heart,
Heart, Data before the eves,
ej
Headache
over the right eye. Restlessness, with
fltfoldrsaais, Highly eolsred Urlae, aad

Tun’S PILLS

of the Fair, for distribution,as per stipu-

supervision

which

12, 1884.

Genuine Cyclone

IN U8K»

to such eases,
cases, one dose effects snob a
chan ge of feeliogasto astonish the sufferer.
They lasrsaselbsAppsHts^Bd caass tbs
body to Take on Flesh, thus the system Is

charge of the display of bread at the close

The

BREYMAN.

0.

Holland, Mich., May

Call

CONSTIPATION.

tion.

The director of the poor

YKAM

Omls* XMtaUJMumgh of th*
SYMPTOMS OP A

flag in the

Belgian Revolution, weft also on exhibi-

to

A SONS.
1886.
8Wm

1

The medal awarded to the

added

our stock. No

examine

R. KANTER8
Holla wD, Mich. July 10,

TORPID LIVER.

tiveness of the races.

Mn.

Come and

trouble to show Goods.

PILL
LS

Union had their refreshmentstand well

stiehl for

£

always in stock. All plnmbing warranted.

OTHERS

,

The Women’s Christian Temperance

bers,

Sprinkler*, Fountain*, Jet*, Eta

FARMERS

sale at 50c.,

-?<

HIBTH STREET, OPPOSITE FIRST CHURCH.
if.

Give me a Call.

Vtkhuysen.

Hollaki), Mlch^Oct.a. 1884.

Houas,
Si;

Mich. Jnlj

!8,

_

m' WEBKMAS
_

*

Holland, April ft, 1885.
v. -

Mi
___

_

_

__

:

I

______

jjy

.

